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he's no cleaver

ally Orlinsky: from Gilman Hall to the City Council
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By BOB BUCHANAN
President of the Baltimore

City Council since November 2,
1 971, 37 year-old Walter
Orlinsky is a dynamic, outspoken
Baltimore politico.
.The youngest member of the

City's influential board ofestimates in the city's history,
Orlinsky graduated from Johns
Hopkins in 1960, majoring in
Political science.
A casual student, but always

hard worker, Orlinsky recalls his
exploits during his stint as the
Arewaetter's first and onlycoordinating editor.

rat.,
'`The highlight of my

editorship was our annual
t.‘vo-day orgy we had every spring

Harford County." The
st eerned political personality
vho lends much of the impetus
`) the Baltimore government
rnachine explains,"We loaded up
°11 food and beer at Lexington
wiarket, traveled to our hideaway
a nd barfed all day in the
afterma th."
The yearly festival was nearly

(lit short during "Wally's" senior

heavy due to an onslaught of
:leavy rain. The festivities were
,,,tnstead held at the News-Letter's
l̀atehouse where, Leeping in
tradition, the editorial staff again
Obliterated themselves "for three
°r four days". The council
President says, "There werebodies 

strewn all over."
A Walter Orlinsky "survived" his
aYs at Hopkins, and graduated

'from the University of Maryland

School of Law in 1963. A
member of the bar, Orlinsky is
today married with two children.
He lives in the plush Bolton Hill
section of the city.
A hard-driving politician with

privately-admitted hopes to
eventually be governor of this
state, Orlinsky first served in
elective office as a delegate from
the city's second district for five
years. In the state legislature he
became chairman of the
Metropolitan Affairs Committee,
the first freshman legislator to
assume a standing committee
chairmanship in 35 years.

Walter Orlinsky

As President of the City
Council he seems to be
constantly at odds with Mayor
William Donald Schaefer, labeling
him an introvert.

With the opposition.- of the
mayor's proposed heavy rail
subway system of late the man
who was re-elected City Council
President this past November
with 82 per cent of the vote is
under fire from all
directions--labor unions, private
citizens, big business, etc. Says
he, defiantly, "If it were put to a
referendum we'd see that by a
20-1 margin, Baltimore doesn't
want the proposed subways."
There are those who would
disagree with this estimate.

Still, most observers feel that
Walter Orlinsky, more than any
other man, is responsible for the
relatively effective running of
city government here.

Orlinsky is highly intelligent,

0
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talkative, with an easy-going
involving manner. The
chain-smoking Wally seems to
have found new vitality in wake
of his now famous diet which
reportedly saw he and
Baltimore's other prominent
Polish politician, councilwoman
Barbara A. Mikulski, lose twenty

pounds between them.
With a now handsome

physique and a sun-lamp tan to
boot, Orlinsky is clearly the
consummate example of the
Hopkins man gone
government--it is evident that
the top is, or will shortly be,

0.
0
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within his grasp.
Could you tell us your

thoughts about government in
general, elaborating on its role
and purpose as you see it?

The reason for government is
to create an organizational
structure in. which people can, as
a community, do things which
they cannot do as individuals. If
you're Aristotle Onassis, you
don't need government. Most
people do, however.
One must always keep in mind

that the public service is never
perfect. Our founding fathers
spoke of founding a more perfect
union as opposed to the perfect
union. The Federalist Papers
point to the need for a
continuing experiment.
Today, the biggest dearth in

government is a lack of
leadership. Today a tremendous
segment of the country is very
far ahead of the leadership, what

PI

little of it exists. This segment of
the population is ready to attack
the tough social problems, but
the leadership is simply not.

Maryland, many feel, is one of
the most corrupt states,
politically, in the country with a
long line of former politicians
now in jailor awaiting trial. What
are your opinions on this alleged
corruption?

Money

Maryland politics are no more
corrupt than other politics in the
country. A great deal of
corruption in government hasn't
been exposed in the other states,
that's all. Chicago and Boston
certainly can't be cast as lily
white politically. And Maryland
antics are a piker compared to
Richard Nixon. Governor Hall is
apparently on his way to jail in
Oklahoma. So, certainly
Maryland hasn't cornered any
market regarding corruption.
We must remember that the

American government system has
never distinguished itself for its
overall integrity. What we don't
seem to ever consider, also, is the
corruption in the private sector
of this country. We see then, the
corruption pervades the entire
A merican system, and is not
confined to government.

If government isn't going right,
if people don't like it, then they
have only to look in the mirror
every morning. If you want to
change government you are going
to have to get off your ass.
And you don't have to have a

lot of money to run for office.
You just have to care. My father
was a professor of the bible,
taught the old testament. He
didn't have a million dollars.

I care about government, and
so I ran. I first ran for delegate to
the state convention. I lost. I
wasn't even elected to one of
eight positions open.

1When I ran for the house of
delegates it was a hot summer,
you know, the kind that only
Baltimore knows. It was a hot
August day and not even a
maddog Englishman would go
out in that noon day sun. After
distributing a bundle of
pamphlets, I was sweating and
panting so much that I sat down
and cried. I later walked into an
air conditioned White Tavern to

cool off and caught pneumonia.
All those people who gripe

don't do anything. The
government isn't working today
because they're not working.
Today we don't have the active
citizenry that a democracy
requires.

What do you feel was the value
of a Hopkins education? Also,
what is your present affiliation
with the University?
My undergraduate education

made me literate and made me
conversive to ideas around me. It
gave me an ability to relate my
day-to-day experiences to
history. My education enabled
me to search out information.
Today I ant a graduac student

at the Hopkins Metro Center.
That has helped me
immeasurably. It has '..posed me
to a variety of issues and
problems, and allowed me to
intelligently judge potential
public policy.

'Advice
Do you have any advice for

those at Hopkins thinking of
pursuing a career in government
or politics?

Id advise them that they are
going to give up a tremendous
amount of privacy and time,
make a tremendous sacrifice in
general. Also, your wife better be
someone who is sympathetic and
understanding to. that reality.
You should read avariciously--
all you can get your hands on.

Politics is like a disease. Before
you catch it, I guess it is
advisable to know what
symptoms you will suffer.

Also, people who go into
politics should have an
alternative way of making a
living. The tradgedy in this
business- is to stick around so
long that you have no option. I
can always turn back to
practicing law. You need an
option.

I worry a lot about that
in-and-out proposition. I know
there is a time when your options
die. Then you're trapped.
People considering being a

politician should feel proud of
this profession. There is nothing
dishonorable about being •a
politician. It seems that, sadly,
today all mothers want their sons
to be presidents, but none want
them to be politicians.
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neo-fascists? 

The U.S. Labor party warns of collapse of capitalism
By ROBBY RIGGS

"Labor Party presidential
candidate Lyndon Larouche has
been unexpectedly forced to go
to Italy. The Labor Party has
hooked up with the Soviet Union
to combat the CIA and stalemate
government. We have created our
first international hot spot.
"We have become the sole

extant authority able to get Italy
out of this mess. The Larouche
trip to Italy is the crucial event.
Kissinger knows it, the White
House knows it, and the Soviet
Union is scared of it." Nikos
Syvriotis, Director of Intelligence.
for the National Executive
Committee of the US. Labor
Party, in a speech at the
Baltimore Hilton February 1,
1976.
The U.S. Labor party is

considered to be a minor splinter
group of little or no importance
by almost everyone. Almost
everyone, that is except members
of the Labor Party. In the minds
of its members, the Labor Party
is a dominant force in worldwide
politics.
Last Sunday, some 80

followers of the Labor Party
donated a total of $200 to attend
the Baltimore rally for Labor
Party presidential candidate
Lyndon H. Larouche. Larouche,
however, did not attend, due to
his "urgent mission" in Italy.

Instead, the speaker was Niko.
Syvriotis, who looked like a
character out of a gangster
movie, wearing dark glasses and
speaking with a thick
Mediterranean accent.

His speech, which rambled on
for over 21/2 hours, was billed as
the Labor Party's "State of the
World" address. He repeatedly
spoke of "austerity", Averill
Harriman, "New York bankers,"
and an Italian named Agnelli as
the chief evils of the world.

Outside the Hilton, about 30
men and women picketed the
rally. Denouncing the Labor
Party as "neo-fascists", they were
members of left-wing groups such
as the October League and the
New American Movement. Cecil
Cellucci, a demonstrator from
Waverly, claimed that the Labor
Party used storm trooper tactics
against people from other parties,
and against poor workers. Inside,
a'spokesman for the Labor Party
termed the picketers "dogs".

Cellucci stated that "It is well
known that the Labor Party is
not for the workers, but is really
funded by the CIA." On the
other hand, Glenn Mesaros, a
member of the Labor Party,
charged that,"The picketers were
paid by the FBI. The recent
Church committee report showed
that every group in this country
from the Communist Party to the

Socialist Workers' Party is
sponsored by the FBI."

Muller & CIA
Most of the people at the rally

were in their thirties, and dressed
rather well. They largely seemed
to agree with most of the things
Syvriotis said, although it was
apparent that they had heard it
all before.
Although "young campus

radical types lead the party,"
according to Margaret Silver at
the Labor Party office
downtown, "the rank and file
consists of workers in their 40's
and 509s." Silver estimates that
nationwide, there are about
1,000 full time party workers.
The Labor Party is also active

on the Hopkins campus.
Generally, on Mondays a
"spokesman" can be heard
screaming at the top of his lungs
near Schafferi or Gilman Halls.
Typically, "Stephen Muller is
working for the CIA in Italy.
Jack Fisher (of the Metro Center)
is a Fascist."
The official party line,

according to Silver, is that
Muller, through the Bologna,
Italy center of the Hopkins
School for Advanced
International Studies, "is catering
to out and out Fascists such as
Agnelli, and imposing austerity.
Fisher, through the Metro
Center, is trying to "set up

HELP
SAM'S BELLY SURVIVE
Donate those extra-things which clutter your
place but can't be thrown away.

Bring items to Sam's Belly on 31st St.
(one block west of Greenmount)

Rummage sale will take place
Sat., Feb. 14th, 10 a.m.
 -J

Office of the Chaplain
"THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE"

"WINTER LIGHT"
A Film by Ingmar Bergman

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 11:00 AM

LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM

LEVERING HALL

FREE! EVERYONE WELCOME!

plus free cofee & donuts

community control neutrality,
using psychological manipulation
to make them into ghettos such
as the Warsaw Jewish ghetto
under Hitler."
The Labor party members

responsible for this campaign,
including Mesaros, were
employed until recently at the
Eisenhower Library. There, they
attempted to recruit new
members. According to several
other library employees, the
Labor Party members were
notoriously persistent when
trying to attract converts.
No longer, though, do any

Labor Party members work at
the library. Mesaros explained
that "our job terms expired", all
at the same time, apparently.
One source, however, noted that
the library management felt that
Labor Party members engaged in
"too .niuch politics during
working hours."
The platform of the Labor

Party, although vague, is
economically oriented. It calls
for a Marxist economy. Members
call each other comrades. It is
often associated with the Soviet
Union, even though Syvriotis
attacked that nation as much as
any country in his address. It
urges the establishment of an
International Development bank
to help third world nation.
Mainly, the Labor Party is

content to sit back analyze, and
criticize anyone in power.
Some members, though, do try

to attain office on the Labor
Party ticket. In Baltimore, the
Labor Party has two candidates
for Congress. Robert Primack is
running against Barbara Mikulski
in the 3rd District, and William
Salisbury is bucking Parron
Mitchell in the 7th District.
Either contestant might just as
easily try to make water flow
uphill, as far as winning is
concerned.
The official Labor Party

prediction calls for just that, if
anyone cares to pay attention.

"Financial capitalism, invented
in 1871, will not last beyond
March, 1976. Collapse is at hand.
Banks have been drastically
reducing loans. Virtually nothing
is going to ordinary industry.
Loans are being made only to
refinance existing debt. The New
York bankers have imposed
20-30 per cent austerity. The 800
billion dollar world debt
structure will make payment of
debt impossible in one to two
months. The world trade
structure is collapsing."
So in a month, then, or two

months at the most, every
Western government will topple,
and (who else?) the Labor Party
will step in. Lyndon Larouche
will become President in 1977.

MATHEMATICIANS
NSA Appreciates a Master's Degree

Let's be honest with each other: A
master's degree in math has not
been opening as many career doors
as it once did. That's why, if you
are receiving your MS between now
and September, you cannot
overlook the unique and
challenging math applications that
can still be found at the National
Security Agency today.

Specific assignments for
mathematicians at NSA fall into
three broad areas: consulting with
analysts on current communica-
tions problems; providing technical
assistance to the communications
systems specialists; and
conducting long-range
mathematical research in
communications and computing.

Work with analytic personnel
involves the statistical analysis of
data for causal significance.
Probability theory, statistical
design of experiments, and Fourier
analysis are employed frequently.

Communications systems of the
United States Government require
research and application of
statistics, modern algebra, and
information theory. Among the
more important mathematical tools
being used are: group theory,
Galois theory, matrix theory and
stochastic processes.

A research mathematician may
investigate the use of existing
computer systems or the design
of new systems to assist in the
solution of long-range communica-
tions problems.

As a junior mathematician, you will
progress through a three year
sequence of job assignments and
courses which are carefully
tailored to enhance your strength
in algebraic modeling, statistical
modeling, and analysis. Upon
successful completion of the
program, you should have a
comprehensive knowledge of
NSA's technical problems and the
mathematically oriented
app,roaches to their solution.

Salaries begin at the GS-9 level
and are supplemented by the usual
government benefits. NSA offices
are located in the suburban
corridor between Washington. D.C.
and Baltimore, Maryland. U.S.
citizenship required.

Intrigued? Good! In fact, we hope
that you are sufficiently intrigued
to desire more information about
NSA career prospects. Make an
appointment through your campus
placement office to see our
representative when he visits your
school in the near future. If you
miss our recruiter, send a resume
to Chief, College Relations Branch,
National Security Agency, Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
Attn: M321.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

National
Security
Agency
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ruoaltimorean sold
and it is business

as usual
By DAVID COPELAND

Hopkins' purchase of the
Baltimorean has produced three
tangible results. First, recent cries
from the student body for more
off-campus housing have been
placated. The Student Council
Housing Committee has done its
job. Second, there was an
increase in the level of tension
between the Homewood
Community and the University.
This reaction, however, is
concurrent with the on-going
development of the "Campus
Plan" at the Metro Center, an
attempt to plan, justify and
decide Hopkins' future
expansion. Because Eduardo
Baranano, the man heading the
"Campus Plan" has been working
in close cooperation with Dick
Cook, the director of the Greater
Homewood Community
Corporation (GHCC), and
because, in simple terms, the plan
allows the community tO See in
advance what the University will
come up with next, the "Campus
Plan" is a positive step. The third
consequence of the purchase
concerns people. The
Baltimorean, as it stands now,
will die. The hull will remain, but
the inner ship and the heritage
will yield to the forces of
expediency. People will have to
move out. Dean of Students
Jakie Hall, no doubt, correctly
noted that most of the tenants
were on short-term leases. But
that doesn't mean anything.
Leases are renewed. Many of the
people moving out of the
Baltimorean have lived there a
long time.

It is this type of consequence
that often disturbs an

organization like the GHCC,
which is a federation of fourteen
neighborhood groups interested
in "improving the quality of life
in North Central Baltimore."
They provide programs, funded
by State and Federal funds, such
as an Employment Center, -a
Senior Citizens program, and a
Mayor's Office. The Corporation
also provides a forum for
community issues, and in the
past has served as a catalyst for
action.
One of the committees under

the GHCC umbrella concerns

Baltimorean employee

"Institutional Encroachment."
When Hopkins bought the
Baltimorean, it failed to consult
that committee in .advance, as
had been previously agreed. So
despite the fact that, according
to Dean Hall, consideration was
given as to the effect of the
transaction on the community,
that consideration was nnilateral.
Gary Lambert, of the Charles
Village Civic Association was

va4s

'extremely angry at the time of
the purchase ("We're going to
stop them."). But the zoning was
right; the sale was legal. Nothing
could be done.
Community concerns over

institutional encroachment
include displacement of
long-term residents, the student
lifestyle, and the loss of taxable
revenue. Eduardo Baranano at
the Metro Center has been
working with Dick Cook to try
to regulate these problems, but
the problems will always exist.
The failure to consult the
committee on Institutional
Encroachment represented an
arrogance and indifference that
Lambert (the committee's"
chairman) was responding to. It
was also a mistake, for if the time
comes when a proposed method
of expansion is only quasi-legal
(i.e., the zoning isn't right.), such
previous diplomatic slips will
hardly make Lambert, et. al.
amenable.

Lack of communication is the
basic problem here, and that is
why the Campus Plan may signal
the end to the adversary aspects
of town-gown relations in the
Homewood community. It is
precisely because of this
improvement that Dick Cook
stresses, that in regard to the
Baltimorean, there is "a lack of

• Lobby of the Baltimorean
an issue." Lambert's reaction
becomes past history. The
building has been sold.

********

Mrs. M. lives on 29th and
Charles, just north of the
Baltimorean. She is the widow of
a lawyer, and has occasionally
rented one of her upstairs
apartments to Hopkins students.
She has a large face, pulled-back
white hair, and that certain glow
that some older people have, that
seems to say, "All in all I've had
a good life."

She was wary of me at the
door. She said it was because she
was eating dinner, but it was
obvious —that she feared any
stranger, and I doubt that fear
would have subsided if I hadn't
identified myself as a member of
the Sigma Nu fraternity next
door. The frat and Mrs. M. have
always gotten along very well.
She sends us her old magazines,
and we send her flowers every
Christmas. She thinks we're "nice
boys." (The last tenants of the
fiat house was a now-defunct
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi. The
members were prone to such
antics as riding motorcycles
through the basement.)

But Mrs. M., as a rule, doesn't
like Hopkins boys. It's
apparently common for
community members to be

William McClain: a refreshing personality
By ERIC GARLAND

Dr. William McClain has been
at Hopkins nearly a quarter of a
century, outlasting presidents,
literary movements, protests, and
cutbacks. One might exnect that
he has long settled into his.
position and solidified into one
of those great craggy figures
which exist at every university;
an old, annoying rock that
everyone keeps bumping against.
Instead, he is a .refreshing
change from the usual type, tor
his words about learning
certainly fit himself, "always
exploring for new things."

Born in 1917 (and somehow
older-looking than he actually is),
he spent World War II teaching
German to officers in Madison,
Wisconsin, and later went to
Frankfurt to work in repatriation
of Americans in France and
Germany. Upon returning to the
U.S., he took an instructor's post
at Harvard. in the German
department. After a few years,
though, he realized he was locked
out of advancement in Boston,
and so accepted an offer to come
to Hopkins in 1953.
At that time, most of the

humanities were concerned with
nothing more than philology.
That emphasis, of course, has
changed; for the German
department, the political
situation has helped move things
along. "With two Germanys,"
McClain explained, "a foreign
Germanist becomes important:
he can stand aside, and see both
views of the literature—a stance
which might escape an East or
West German scholar." This
opportunity has not been wasted;
in fact, Johns Hopkins is
ironically well-known on the
continent as a foremost
humanities institution. One of
the reasons is the publication of
Modern Language Notes, • of
which McClain is co-editor.
As for possibilities for the

humanities in general, McClain is
more optimistic than most.
Despite the abolition of the
German major at Goucher, and
the cutback in his own
department to five positions, he
sees things getting better for
graduates. The German
department now places all its
Ph.D.'s and there are no plans to
curtail the acceptance rate of the

program in face of the tight job
market. He even points out the
growth of inter-departmental.

cooperation in the humanities at
Hopkins as an exciting new
direction. "The inter-action of
the younger colleagues in the
humanities," he says, "may
develop into something which
will make Hopkins unique, and
once again a model for
universities."

McClain's own courses and
work make him a model for
other professors. He opens most
of his literature classes to all
students by allowing reading in
translation. He does not adhere
to any rigid critical theory or
ignore everything outside of the
text itself; the approach is
"suspense" and "don't
indoctrinate." Nearly sixty, he
doesn't foresee himself becoming
conservative and cynical, but
"perhaps having reached a higher
plateau, able to understand
different kinds of ideas." And to
try to get a taste of what
students are thinking like, he
reades the current popular
fiction—I noticed he had a copy
of Gravity's Rainbow on his

desk.
When McClain discussed some

future goals for his remaining
years here, foremost of which is
his concern that certain "forces
are undermining the humanities."
His work, to be sure, will be
directed toward the support of
humanistic studies at Hopkins.

annoyed at the antics of Hopkins
students. What stands out in their
minds is the rambunctious
behaviour that they have
witnessed. But Mrs. M. thinks the
boys are nicer now. "They used
to have that long, messy hair,
y' know? and tho..: dungarees
they never washed. But they
seem to be improving. They're
not like that anymore." Ah, the
quietude of the seventies. "When
my husband was alive, he used to
write letters to Mr. Eisenhower,
complaining about some of the
boys' behaviour. I was just
looking at the replies the other
day." Mrs. M. thinks they must
be paying more careful attention
to whom they accept these days.

I asked her what she thought
of Hopkins' purchase of the
Baltimorean. "Well, I don't care
much, just sci long as they're nice
boys." I wondered briefly if I
should ask her about elderly
people leaving the Baltimorean.
But I probably would have just
confused and upset her with
ideas she hadn't thought of. Her
answer seemed to indicate that
none of her friends lived at the
Baltimorean. But she's an old
lady, and she's alone.
Mrs. M. is deciding now

whether to rent to some
Hopkin's students next year. "I
told them they couldn't bring
women upstairs, or drink. After
all, it's for their own good."

She's old, and the boys next
door have been nice to her. It
never occurs to her that they
'fling women upstairs, or drink.
It wouldn't be good for them.
And they're good boys so they
must know that.

********

Eduardo Baranano works in an
office at the Metro Center, in the
basement of Shriver Hall. There
are city maps on the wall. Maps
defining the immediate campus
area: Maps defining the outer
areas under study (The first area
is within a one mile radius of the
campus and corresponds largely
with the GHCC's area. The
second area is the one to two
mile radius, and is of less direct
concern to Mr. Baranano.) He is
concerned with regulating the
intertwining of school and
community. Since regulation
entails communication and
cooperation, it reduces conflict.

Mr. Baranano is an energetic
man, with an obvious love for his
work. He describes the process of
urban planning as "a fascinating
activity."

Dr William McClain

********

The Baltimorean has been

see BALTIMOREAN, page 9
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Portrait

of

two

Roses
Caught by the magic of a

faraway land, she passes by a
mirror and loses her reflection;
continuing down the avenue,
attracting all eyes, she reaches

'r4 Z and accepts a rose in mid-air.
Up the hill they march

E together, knowing they soon will
part. Later she recaptures her
reflection in the stream.

Erotica and pornography just aren't Ravel's "Bolero"
By MIKE DEAK

My L ong in es Symphonette.
Society version of "Bolero" is all
warped and scratched now, an
innocent victim of frequent trips
between Baltimore and home.
What comes creaking out of my
speakers now is a poor spectre of
the dynamic original, something
like a cross between an untuned.
'47 Studebaker and Eddie Fisher.
Consequently, my bedtimes have
not been so exhilerating lately
and my head's been wracked
continuously with the worst
improbable nightmares.

For those who led a sheltered
childhood, "Bolero," written by

gittel and yossel?

Maurice Ravel, a Frenchman of
course, is generally considered to
be the most erotic music ever
composed. Originally a risque
ballet (still banned in Boston),
"Bolero" has achieved the
reputation of whipping even the
most puritanical into a crazed
frenzy. I remember the hot,
muggy summer nights, clad only
in my skimpy BVD's when the
throbbing refrains of "Bolero"
would resurrect my flagging
libido and set my soul in the
right direction. Compared to
"Bolero," Mick Jagger is erotic as
Mel Torme.
By dictionary definition,

erotica is any facet of culture
that arouses sexual desire.
"Bolero" is a rare case in erotica
because it supercedes the base
elements of smut. The music
(without the accompanying
ballet) is tactfully ilicit in its
blatant allusions to the primitive
state of mind. "Bolero" is first a
musical masterpiece and second
an erotic masterpiece. Like a
confessing virgin, "Bolero" has
something important to say
before, as they say, getting down
to sexual brass tacks.
Today, in America, we seem to

be under the disasterous delusion
of a distinction between

eroticism and pornography
much the same distinction made
between the "William Tell
Overture" and the Long Ranger
Theme. In American jingo, the
work "erotic" has a reckless
highbrown connotation,
something reserved for the
hidden confines of stuffy art
museums. American eroticism is
either for the intellectual or the
very rich, people who know
"art" when they see it.

But pornography occupies a
totally different place in
American culture. Pornography's
supposed domain is the
anonymous paper bag, the seedy

'Hester Street' , a truly stunning portrayal
By DAVID SIEGMAN

The evening I went to see
"Hester Street" was a lesson in
reckless movie-going. On that
freezing Wednesday night; the
whole of Baltimore's Jewish
community seemed to rain down
on the Pikes Theatre in an
unannounced „swoop. When the
dust had cleared, I was perched
on a second row corner seat,
straining to see through a
bobbing array of wigs„ toupees.,
and sundry obstacles. It was not
the first time that my insight
deficit had taken its toll, and I
dreaded the sore neck that would
taunt me for venturing out like a
fool. Thankfully, any
inconvenience was redeemed by
the movie, which is al stunning
portrayal of Jewish life in New
York's Lower East Side at the
turn of the century.
The spirit in the theatre was a

fitting complement to the movie.
It could have been the opening .of
Ansky's "The Dybbuk" in Vilna
or a Maurice Schwartz
production in New York in the
'20's. The old. Yiddish-speaking
people in the theater are
remnants of that period. Their
presence was an answer to
Skeptics 'affirthing the death of

tradition. Once those people
were in knickers begging for
pennies on Canal Street or
working in sweatshops on
Delancy. Now theysat looking at
a painted mirror dotted with
Hollywood actors who were
supposed to:be them.

"Hester Street" is the story of
a young Jewish man named Jake
who leaves his wife Gittel and
son Yossel (later Joey) in the
"old country" to find fortune in
America. Before very long his air
of piety is traded for a 3-piece
suit and a bowler. A flirtatious
young woman named Mamie
Fein becomes a formidable
pursuit for Jake and he is so
engrossed with her that when
Gittel and Joey come over to
America, he shuts them in the
apartment and marches on in
quest of the great Mamie, a "real
Yankee Lady." Conveniently
situated in the family's
apartment is a religious and
scholarly boarder named Mr.
Bernstein who, in Jake's frequent
absence, falls in love with equally
religious Gittel. Both of them are
adamant in maintaining
observance of all the traditions
that were brought over from the

Old Country. If you're thinking

that a "Bob+Carol+Ted+Alice"-
type menage is just what's
needed to round out this story,
you're well trained in the ways of
contemporary kitsch film, but
way off the track. The inevitable
divorce ensues and Jake and
Mamie are headed for an
uncertain future while the
ever-loyal Mr. Bernstein and
Gittel plan to open a grocery
store.

Plot
The plot is far from cogent. It

is annoyingly predictable at times
and much too simple. No
stimulating sub-plots grow at the
seams of the production to add a
bit of suspense or excitement. All
that one can say in defense of the
plot is that perhaps in remaining
true to the times, the story was
simple, just as life was far more
"simple" then. Many
moviemakers are faced with this
problem of compromising
historical authenticity for plot
yet few achieve the delicate
balance which meets both
demands.

Fortunately, the dialogue fares
better. Those with an orexis for
Yiddish humor get a sufficient
dose of it. The jabbings of Jake's
matronly neighbor conceal

nothing—they are almost too
pungent to bear. "With one
backside you can't dance at two
weddings," she exhorts Jake the
lady-killer, and, for his furtive
side, "You can't pee on my back
and make me think it's rain!"
Steven Keats succeeds in

projecting Jake's Undaunted
stubborness and insecurity. His
character is the quintessential
immigrant, ready to forsake
everything in order to become a
"real Yankee.". The religious
laws, customs, and appearances
of the Old Country are forgotten
because "we live in an educated
country, therefore we dress like
educated people." Jake's
neighbor tragically summed up
the waning interest in tradition
when she said, "When you get on
the boat you should say
'Goodbye Lord, I'm going to
America."
Due to the authentic

re-creation of the geographic
terrain and the accurate portrayal
of Jewish laws and customs,
"Hester Street" is more than a
nostalgic journey of the
"American Graffiti" pr "Summer
of '42" type. Its thoroughness,
brilliant set's, and
cinematography prove just that.

trenchcoat with concealed

pockets, and the blight of an

urban red light district.

Pornographers are generally

considered to be "sick" people,

leeches taking advantage of

others' pecadilloes. There is a

slick, unethical commercialism

associated with pornography that

tends to corrupt even the faintest

traces of "art" in the subject

matter. Or so the American

cultural mentality goes.
Emmanuelle

One cannot separate erotica

from pornography; the onlY
difference is the forced

connotations. The two are united

in their aim to arouse the public

to new heights of sexual

wareness. And both are out to

fleece the American public

because it is much easier to

literally buy your thrills than to

tediously create your own. I am
not preaching any form moral

Calvinism but a sort of cynical

commercial moralism. If one, in a

particularly reckless fit of
hedonism, decides to become a

user of erotica, one should buy
the very best and not care about

any redeeming social value. To be

concerned with "art" in the

context of erotica has all the

appearance of cultural and
moral guilt showing through. The
best possible way to handle this
conflict is to fully accept the
practical uses of erotica, that is.
for simple sexual arousal and
fulfillment, and, as the old sixties
jargon would have it, let it all
hang out.

Last weekend, like most
Hopkins students, I was suckered
into laying precious sheckles to
see that swindle, "Emmanuelle."
Advertised as "the thinking
man's X," the movie was an
artistic and erotic bore. The sex
was obviously simulated and not
all that explicit, resembling
something from a fifties' girly
magazine or a film shown at a
Racoon Club meeting. The film
was completely void of
stimulation to even the horniest
among us; by all accounts it was
a failure. At the end. I was left
with nothing, not even my
beloved "Bolero" to lull me to a
peaceful sleep.
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THE STUDENT COUNCIL FILM SERIES PRESENTS

FRI, FEB, 6

Elliot Gould

as

Philip Marlow

in Robert Altman's

11114,
LONG

10()ODIIN
Altman and Gould make a brilliant LONG
GOODBYE.
--Vincent Canby, New York Times

A first-rate suspense melodrama.
--Judith Crist, New York

It's a knockout of a movie.
--Pauline Kael, The New Yorker

One of the best new pictures I've seen in
some time
—Peter Bogdanovich, Esquire

SAT, FEB, 7

IPGI
411,.

There's
one way

to cure him
and no way

to stop
him.

GEORGE
SEUL:

THE
TERMINFIL

11flti
TECHNICOLOR FROM WARNER BROS 0
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

PLUS,., THE OPEN WINDOW

A FILM SHORT ADADTED Fpnm SAKI

7:30 & libon SHRIVER HALL q.00

N

\
..... / •
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THE STUDENT COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

JAll
FROM THE LAM OF MAKE BEUEVE

THE CHUCK MANGIONE GUAR
IN CONCERT

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY, 17 8:30 PM

SHRIVER HALL,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

TICKETS: HOPKINS ID $4.50, OTHERS $5.50
MIME AT: IEGINGINASTES

TIE 1101111.11, YORKTOWN PLAZA SNAPPING GERM
& 127 NOUN CHARLES

,Oax&starnuzli

PRESENT

Prvtiu_clims

IttkAAL
THE

MIRACLE WORKER

Levering Hall L-V Room

Students $1.50

Non-Students S2.00
February 6,7

Friday, Saturday

Tickets available at the Union Desk

and

at the croon

Barnstormer Elections will be held
February 9 iH the Garrett Room.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"ATINUFICAILEY
ENTERTAINING WIIODUNIT
"Great and glorious
entertainment!
Definitely not
to be
missed!"
—Aaron Schindler,

Family Circle

FPI

—Vincent Canby, New York Times

"Movie magic!
The most

entertaining
evening of
the year!"
— CBS-TV

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION IN ASSOCIATION IVITH NAT COHEN PRESENTS
A JOHN BRABOURNE RICHARD GOODWIN PRODUCTION

AfiglIA amusnrs
"MURDER ON 1111 OII1LNI RIMS"ca.• PRINTS HY MOVIELAB ONRIPNJIIJJHJN A PARMnfil RE TEASE

[PO,ala, 9 SOUNOTRACX klBUM WA& E 0,1 LAPiTt RICORDS

I -0( 7:30 & 10:00 PM
* Schaffer 3

NORMS UNION SE* *

SO   11111WSTTEDSANATOSA IT.

Fri. & Sat.*
2/6 & 2/7:

********************

$.75 Seniors

$1.00 All Others

I__----------..  .ginw .ii1111111
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Baltimorean
The Baltimorean, as GHCC director Dick Cook says, is a

dead issue.
Dead perhaps, but the resentment that Hopkins' purchase

of the Charles St. apartment house has aroused will outlast
the tenure of all the Hopkins students who will move into the
Baltimorean this September. Angered Charles
Village—Waverly residents term the acquistion as "an
invasion," the continuation of a trend which shows Hopkins
slowly but methodically beefing up their portfolio of local
real estate. After each purchase, it seems, Hopkins
administrative officials swear that the buying will stop.. Last
year's purchase of Gladwyn Manor was supposed to wrap it
up. Well, that was last year. By now, no one should be
surprised if next October finds a building like the Charles
Apartments in the news: first will come tentative talk, then
imminent sale and official purchase, and finally, a dead issue.
The last questions pertaining to the Baltimorean are

obvious. Was the purchase necessary? Do Hopkins students
absolutely require University owned housing? We feel not.
Oddly, a major strength of Hopkins is the limited

dormitory space which forces most students to seek
off-campus housing. Dealing with landlords and city life, as
well as actually finding an apartment or house, is as
important as all the books and lectures and quizzes in the
classroom. Increasing the' number of University controlled
dwellings renders this experience sterile; off campus as well as
on, the student is tied to Hopkins. The University should not
feel obligated to provide housing for its students. Except in
special -cases, most students are fully able to secure housing
independently, with less trouble than is commonly thought.

Hopefully, Hopkins' "invasion" of Charles Village will end
with the Baltimorean. If not, the already strained relations
with the surrounding community will be beyond repair,
administrative pledges notwithstanding.

letters to the editor
To the Editor:
Ref: "Ethics Board," Vol

Lxxx, no. 29
a) my qualifications for the
following observations:

I was the last chosen member
of the "elitist" Honor
Commission and among the first
of the elected HC personnel.
Also, I was a roommate of the
last Chairperson of the HC.
b) my observations
1) The Honor Commission

always tried to accept any vague
excuse, from lie detectors
administered by mothers to
death, I to allow an accused off. It
does bother me, I confess, that
once, at least, photographic
evidence was "overlooked."
2) This crap about witness

harassment is, I hope, new to this
Ethics Board.
3) The Ethics Board never had

a chance to succeed. No matter
that the Honor Code is absent,
the principles and practical
function of the Board is the same
as the Honor Commission. I even

detect an Honor Commissioner in
the "two-witness" theory. It
hasn't changed.
4) The Honor Commission

failed miserably.
5) No one in this school really

gives a shit. So why did I write
this letter? Maybe you folks can
do what no one else seems to be
able to do, get a proctoring
system in and finally eliminate
the bullshit associated with
pseudo-trials.

Christopher Tsien
To the Editor:

I just wanted to say that I
think (disco) night is here for a
reason. Hopkins is supposed to
dance on (disco) night. So how is
this that Hopkins is not dancing.

John Bloomenthal

To the Editor:
In response to the letter from

Larry Brown, Dave Robbins, and
Craig Thompson: That's yours

problem

another voice 

Keep an eye on your perceptions
By SIDNEY. W.MINTZ

Mr. David Copeland's report
on the Terman Memorial
Symposium on the Gifted, and
on Dr. Stanley's SMPY research
(1/23/76), was welcome and
interesting. His concluding
remarks on male-female
differences in mathematical
"precocity," as revealed in test
scores, were undoubtedly based
on his interviews with Dr. Fox
and others, and raise questions of
great interest to anthropologists.
"Are these differences the result
of sex-role stereotyping," he
asks, "or is it possible that we are
dealing with a basic difference
between the sexes?" The same
sort of question inevitably arises
in treating differences among
ethnic, national ' and "racial"
groups, and the same sort of
speculation is common. In this
instance, the fact that little girls
do better than little boys on
verbal "precocity" tests, reported
in the same story, should lead to
a similar question. Are little girls
"inherently" more articulate
than little boys? Are little Jewish
boys and girls "inherently" more
articulate than little Chinese boys
and girls? Are little Chinese boys
and girls "inherently" more
gifted mathematically than little
Jewish (German, Argentine) boys
and girls? And so on, and on.

If differences in tests
performances of this kind must
be followed by such
speculations—and I reluctantly
suppose that they must—then it
becomes very important to
notice that the boys and girls in
question are members of the
same society, and doubtless share
in large measure the very same
culture and its values. In view of
this obvious fact, it is difficult to

"Are little Jewish boys and

girls 'inherently' more

articulate than little

Chinese boys and girls?

Are little Chinese boys and girls

"inherently" more gifted

in than little

Jewish... hops and girls?"

see how the role of sex-typing in
affecting the differences in test
performances can be
unambiguously determined. As
my colleague Emily Ahern points
out, it may be arguable whether
one can ever make a completely
satisfactory study of the impact
of sex-role stereotyping in a
single society or a homogeneous
sample. How could one ever
isolate the role of sex-typing
under those conditions, when all
that may be compared are the
boys' performances with the
girls' performances?

This difficulty, while by no
means surmounted, would at
least be partly qualified if one
could compare the test
performances of children in
different societies. Thus one
might try to discover how boys
and girls in Taiwan—for
instance—perform on
mathematical tests and on tests
of verbal precocity, much as is

being done for North American
children. There are, of course,
obvious and serious
methodoligical problems implicit
in designing tests that could
facilitate cross-cultural
comparisons. But if these
problems could be solved, we
might find that Taiwanese boys.
and girls do equally well on both
the mathematical and the verbal
tests; that both do better than
American girls (and, quite
probably, than American boys as
well) on the mathematical tests;
and that both do less well than
American boys on verbal
precocity tests. If we were to
concede any reliability to all of
our imaginary tests, then these
results would help to expose
speculations about some basic
difference between the sexes for
what they really are. I hasten to
concede that my speculations are
or course equally speculative. But
the little that we do know about
the difference among cultures in
other regards certainly inclines
me to believe that none of us is
yet in a position even to
speculate about basic sex
differences of a kind that might
show up on mathematical and
verbal tests.
To ask whether we are

confronting some inherent,
intrisic, or genetic difference
without acknowleding at the
outset that sex-typing can attach
itself to any aspect of learned
behavior, depending upon the
oft-unstated (even unconsious)
premises of each culture, seems
at the very least gratuitous.
Children do have a curious way
of being obedient; in North
American: society, they
commonly follow parental
directives by ninning away from
home, for instance, or by being
unable to decide upon a fulfilling
career—and I mean this in deadly
earnest. Girls can be more
obedient than boys (in societies
where girls are expected to be
more obedient), to the point
where they may even obey an
unstated requirement that
includes doing badly at math.
Surely we can imagine a society
in which girlhood, femininity,
popularity, normality, the love of
one's male parent and male
siblings, the psychic security of
one's future boy friend, and
Heaven knows what else are not
invisibly linked , to performing
poorly on math tests. It ought
not to be hard, then, to continue
to study whether expressed
differences in performances of
this sort saysomething about the
social context of learning,
without falling back on
speculations about the genetics
of "groups"—in this case, groups
of boys and girls.

Individuals with red hair may
be presumed to inherit that trait,
as men and women inherit their
sexual anatomy. If mathematical
and verbal tests of redhaired
children revealed that, as a
category, they did better or
worse at math or With words
than any other comparable
ca tegory—Blackhaired children,
or lefthanded children, say—I
think it most unlikely that
anyone would be rash enough

immediately to speculate that we
were dealing with some "basic
difference."
To take perceived differences

for granted in order to collect

data is methodologically
defensible, as long as we
remember that it is not only the
differences themselves, but how
we human beings conjure with

them in our beliefs and behavior,
that matters. The persisting
question may appear to be that
of separating out the effects of
"real" or "intrinsic" differences

"...all differences must be

perceived; the perceptions

themselves are socially

learned; the

distinction

so-called basic

way the

between

and other

differences is conceived is

itself an artifact of learned

social perception."

from other (socially learned)
differences. But we cannot afford

to forget that all differences must

be perceived; that the
perceptions themselves are
socially learned; and that the way
the distinction between so-called

basic and other differences is

conceived is itself an artifact of
learned social perception. It is for
this reason that we cannot
readily accept--nor should
we--the idea that, if redheaded
children performed differently
on tests from blackhaired
children, the difference might be
rooted in "some basic
difference." But; then, why does
the idea come so readily to mind,
when dealing with males and
females, blacks and whites, and
other counterposed groups?
Surely there is some reason to
suppose that the persuasiveness
of a "basic difference" notion is
positively correlated with the
level of challenge a "group"
appears to be making to an
existing distribution of privilege.
I suppose that I--and, I trust,
many anthropologists like.
me--might feel more comfortable
with speculations about intrinsic
differences if they did not rise to
the surface in such a curious way,
and particularly in areas where
our reliable sociological
knowledge remains quite
imperfect.

Needless to add, none of these
remarks is meant to reflect
critically on the research of Drs.
Stanley, Fox and Hogan, which is
clearly revealing a great deal
about the nature of intelligence,
the pedagogical process, and the
social implications of precocity.
It is meant instead to raise a
general question as to why
popular thinking about the
individual and the group, the
nature of groups, and the nature
of culture continues to remain
quite unchanged, in spite of half
a century of honest attempts to
document its limitations and
point out its dangers.

David Morgan

Julie Boublitz

Dr. Sidney
W. Mintz, Professor of
Anthropology, currently teaches
the graduate course "Ethnicity".



FROM THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

During February, four major film series will continue at t
he Johns Hopkins University Homewood Campus on 

Charles and

34th Streets. Each of these series is open to the public
. You may have your name added to our film ma

iling list by calling

366-3586 or 366-3587.

THE REEL WORLD

The Reel World series is the most comprehensive
 Classic cinema offering in the city. Each Sunday and Wednes

day

evening at 7:30 p.m. through May 5, 1976. Shriv
er Hall auditorium will come alive with an exciting mixture

 of foreign

and domestic feature length films. Admission is by
-subscription (large or small) available at the door. More 

than one

person may be admitted with a single s.ubscription.
 The offerings for February include the following:

Sun., 02-01 The Loved One (USA, 1965), with 
Rod Steiger, Jonathon Winters

Wed.,02-04 Bedazzled (Great Britain. 1967). 
with Peter Cook, Dudley Moore

Sun.. 02-08 Kiss Me Deadly (USA. 1955), dir. 
Robert Aldrich

Wed., 02-11 Murder, My Sweet (USA. 1944). with 
Dick Powell, Claire Trevor

Sun.,02-15 Duel (USA,1971 ), dir. Steven Spielberg
, w/Dennis Weaver

Wed.. 02-18 Catholics (Great Britain/USA,1974), with 
Trevor Howard, Martin Sheen

Sun., 02-22 Young Mr. Lincoln (USA. 1938). dir. John
 Ford, w/Henry Fonda, Ward Bond

Wed.. 02-25 The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Mex
ico. 1954) , dir. Luis Bunuel

Sun.. 02-29 l'am All Right. Jack (Great Britain. 1960). with Peter
 Sellers

WEEKEND WONDER FLUX

Each weekend of the academic year, the Student Council and 
the Chaplain's Office offer a series of recent feature

length films on the University campus. The location of the fi
lms varies, so viewers are advised j ..all 366-3300 x1456

several days before a screening to obtain location, admission and
 times. February features the following lineup:

Friday Feb.6

Saturday Feb.7

Friday Feb.13

Saturday, Feb14

Friday. Feb. 20

Friday Feb. 27

The New Baltimore Independent Film Museum i
s a non-profit group

involved with film and video promotion as an art
 form. Each month

the Museum presents an exhibition of nationally
 and locally pro-

duced independent films. Admission is S1.50. C
all 366-3586

to be placed on the regular mailing list for this series.

The February program will be screened on Sunday, February 22,

at 7:30 and 9:30 P.M. in the Listening and Viewing Room,
 located

in the basement of the Hopkins Union. The program, titled

WOMEN IN FOCUS will feature several films tha
t were produced

by nationally known independent filmakers who 
are women.

A partial list includes:

I CHANGE,IAM THE SAME by Anne Severson, which provide
s

a short hilarious look at a woman and a man in various stages of

undress in their own and each others clothing.

CROCUS by Suzan Pitt Haining

NEVER GIVE UP by Anne Hershey

BIRD LADY AND THE GALLOPING GONADS

SEED REEL

SOME WILL BE APPLES by Phyllis Paulette MacDougal and

Kathleen Laughlin, presents a look at the roots of the move-

ment of women toward equality and self-determination in the ere

era of our grandmothers and great grandinothers.

THE LONG GOODBY

TERMINAL MAN

Felini's ARMARCORD

EROTIC KARTOON FESTIVAL

THE GROOVE TUBE

HAROLD AND MAUDE

The latest addition to on campus film offerings, this series of free

films was developed in conjunction with a new academic course

which is sponsored by the Office of the Chaplain. A variety of docu-

mentary short and feature length films are used to investigate

barriers to institutional change, and the factors of growth in indivi-

duals and groups. They are shown on Thursday evenings at 8:45 P.M.

in Room 3, Shaffer Hall. February screenings will include the

following:

February 5th BASIC TRAINING

Human conditions in inhuman situations are uncovered in this griping

Wiseman documentary. In the marching, physical excersise, and hand

to hand combat, and the loss of identity, Wiseman, without nar-

ration conveys the humor and sadness of the total experience.

February 12 THIS CHILD IS RATED X

February 19th HIGH SCHOOL

A Wiseman documentary showing the overwhelming dreariness of t

teachers and administrators who confuse learning with discipline.

Scene after scene builds to a powerful cumulative effect, not of

angm but more of immense sadness and futility. This is how we live.

February 26th THE END OF ONE and

BUDDHISM., MAN,AND NATURE 1CALL 366-3586 TO BE INCLUDED IN OUR FILM MAILING
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by Diane Case and Mary 1'; Kovace%,:h

1. ORGANIC GARDENING Tith LAN Y WA I

Tried and true methods of raising a lush, productive garden
without expensive sprays or fertilizers. They will be discussed only as a
last resort, for gardening can offer unexpected problems just as' any
other endeavor

Instructor: Bruce D. Weaver
Time Saturday afternoon, 1:30 p.m.
Location provided by instructor in upper Charles Street area.

2. HOUSEPLANTS AND OUTDOOR GARDENING

Course to include all aspects of outdoor gardening in the spring
involving annual flowers and vegetables. Topics covered include
preparation and evaluation of soil, starting seedlings for later trans•
plantation, transplantation.care through the summer, and peat control.
The cultural requirements of common houseplants will be discussed
including light, humidity, and soil. Students will be able to grow plants
for their own gardens for summer of 1976 Each student should expect
to spend up to $10.00 on materials.

Instructor. Mina Sullivan
Time: Wednesday, 6:30-7'30 p.m.

3. AUDIO VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

A lecture-demonstration course for any who would like to learn
more about the full range of audio visual equipment. The student will
be familiarized with a broad range of audio visual equipment toward
the goal of understanding how the equipment can be used, and what
the results of improper use are likely to he. Each piece of equipment
will be demonstrated where possible. Included will be film, filmstrip,
slide, and overhead projectors, and sound reproduction and printing
equipment. Motion picture and slide reproduction techniques, as well as
television and transparencies will also be discussed. There is no need for
prior experience to take this course.

Instructor: Walter Fial
Time Friday, 8 30-10:00 p.m.

4. THE SELECTIVE EYE WITH TIIE CAMERA

Join us if you take pictures or seriously want to develop a way
istyle) of seeing, thinking, and using the camera (35mm camera and
slide work ). Attention is given to what can make a good slide show.
Concentration will be to make our slides have universal interest with a
personal touch Pictures can be taken anywhere, anytime, and therefore
course direction will evolve from the total class. It is recommended thit
each student have a 35mm camera Each student should be familiar
with the cost of purchase of color film and processing that will be
needed

Thlent if lens and light
Needs mind and sight

Instructor
Time

Carter I. Bryant
Thursday 6 30 p m

5. INTERMEDIATE STI1 L PHOTOGRAPHY AND DARKROOM

This course is designed to be an extention of the Fall course in
Basic Photography and Darkroom. An excellent textbook on Amateur
Photography has been selected, and some additional material from
Kodak will he secured Two sessions on interior lighting of portrait type
are planned Text and materials costs to students should run
approximately $I S 00.

Instructor Hugh Mesnard
Time Wednesday, 8•30 10:00 p.m.

HOW IT'S DONE

6. CREATIVE SUPER 8 FILMMAKING WORKSHOP

A doing environment for the development of communication
through Super 8 Filmmaking. Students will be working in personal film
design or a group film design. All facets of Super 8 film production will
be taught, depending on the areas of interest. All equipment will be
furnished but each student should be willing to spend up to $25.00 on
materials - film, development, book, etc. A recommended textbook is
available for under $10.00. .

Instructors: Fil Sibley' Alan C. Myers
Time Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.

7. BICYCLE SELECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND USES

The course covers the types of bicycles available, fitting the bike
to one's size and shape, the proper maintenance of the major
components, and functions to which the cycle can be put. Wheels,
hubs, bottom brackets, chains and headset are among the major
components which will be dismantled and refitted to the bike.
Discussions will focus on proper tools, frequency of maintenance,
traffic survival techniques, and how laws and government are adapting
to the bicycle. It is not necessary to have a bicycle in order to take this
course.

Instructor:
Time:

Joseph G. Gardiner
Saturday, 2:00 3:30 p.m.

8. THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HOMEMAKING

This course is designed to strengthen or provide experience in
homemaking. Emphasis will be placed on cooking, sewing and/or child
care.

Instructors: Miss Mattie M. Vaughn, Mrs. Sarah H. Griffin
Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Location provided in Western Baltimore city

(near Catoruiville) by instructors.

9. PATTERN ALTERATIONS

In this course each student will learn how to fit a basic pattern to
themself. In addition, students will be taught how to nuke alterations
in order to change the design of a pattern, and how to combine several
patterns to form a unique design.

Instructor: Mrs. JoAnn Slickers
Tuesday, 8:30-10:00 p.m.

10. EATING TOGETHER AND ALONE

Cooking for one can be nutritious, inexpensive and fun! Four
sessions devoted to a discussion of how to eat well by yourself. Topics
will include the basic elements of nutrition, modifying your favorite
recipes, introducing new combinations of foods into your diet, and
buying guides. An opportunity to prepare and share favorite dishes may
be offered if the class so desires.

Instructor: Marjorie W. Brandon
Time: Thursday, 6:30-8:00 p.m.

11. INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Designed to improve knowledge of stock market action. Topics
will include the relationship of stock prices to the economy and
corporate profits, a review of the different kinds of investments, and a
presentation of some investment techniques and ideas. An attempt will
be made to subject various; systems of investments used by students to
critical analysis for the purpose of improving individual investment
approaches.

Instructor: Joseph Parker
Time: Wednesday, 6:30-8:00 p.m.

12. ESSENTIALS OF RUNNING A BUSINESS

The ingredients necessary to run a business at a profit will be
discussed: working capital, inventory control, controlling accounts
records, marketine. customer relations, oricing, buying, our capitalistic
economy, taxes, retirement funds, insurance, and taking the laws of
economics out of a vacuum. The course is designed primarily for those
who are serious business students, who own their own business, or who
plan to become involved in their own business, whether it be retail,
wholesale, or manufacturing.

Instructor: Robert Kartman
Time: Monday, 8,30 p.m

13. BASIC INCOME TAX PREPARATION

Course will deal with the history of taxation, the American
taxation system, the basic income tax laws. Individuals will learn how
to prepare their own taxes. Course will last 5 weeks.
Instructor: Nathan R. Smith, Jr.
Time: To be determined

14. PUBLIC RELATIONS

A PR course designed to help the small businessman, publicity
chairman or advocate of a charity or community organization

The course includes writing for press releases and the placement
of news items with radio, television, newspapers and magazines.

The course covers all espects of media. In addition to lectures,
there are several guest speakers who are specialists in the use of
particular media.

Students should be prepared to attend all sessions since the
twenty hour course is a concentrated view of public relations.

MATERIALS. An active mind and a notebook.
Instructor Michael M. Costello
Time . Tuesday, 7:00-9 00 p.m.

15. FRENCH CONVERSATION

An introductory' conversational course. The textbook will he
French Made Simple by Eugene Jackson and Antonio Rubio.

Instructor. Mary Jane Culverhouse
Time Monday, 6 30-7.30 p.m.

16. I ER NIVEA) DEIIANUAIS

Instructor ,

Time:

Designed fo' *sinners (a conversation course) to familiarize

them with the Ftch language in general. Essential grammatical
structures taught !: Promote effective and comprehensible conver-
sational qualitiestkducted in French and English.

(lilt,, Watkins
V'cinesdas and Thursday, 6 30-7:10 P.m.

17. 11 N IVE AU DE I 1"C AIS

An 

 

nter nedte con

e

seriatio. n co 
 
urse designed  for those who  have

hadg:meeF;tlthe French language. Intended to enrich anddeveipc°n!inuen,yaireadyintrodudinne.s 
first 
 

year or
eme(ero F:Essntialgrammatica1 points are also taught.CnductedinFr,,i:dEngiish:equiredText::chmadesimple($l.95)

Instructor 

ewatkin8

Time
Wednesday and Thursday, 7:15-8:00 p.m.

have
his knowledge ° language and culture. Conduced in French only.

subjectsFw. jt: lei naci,h,

III E NIVEA' DE tRANCAIS

gfrOrM;u:los. Techniques of advanced French composition
be inc°2Nttd in this course. Ideal for college students who

„!,st Watkins
v; 

short literary works will be read to promote

who wants to increase

18.

An advaticeds,rosversation course with emphasis on all phases of

Time:

Required Testa r^cie Grammar ($2.95)

Instructor:

ve advanced frpf,:irpoiutft: 

iii French 

(f$02r.o9n5e)

'iday only, 6:45-7,45 p.m.

19. COLLEGE LEV"OCABULARY COURSE

pvintpi te. ni r:to:R(  drat. eevnidee r I
By mean' ldrioivissiiipaels presentations students will be made

"loll for college or employment tests. Book cost

:III skills. The in-class process will provide pro-

expanded%:d functional words that can contribute to an
.17. 1ind lead to improved reading, writing, thinking,

a,11 involve determining one's derivation and
• A valuable course for enriching one's vocabulary

of word, example of its usage, and its synonym.nuncia •.

'IrtdaY 6-30-8:00 p m

iOlumte-o,f-class

arid for those

Instructor:

41411 start on March 18, 1976)

20. READING

This cowsel i'lesigned to improve reading study skills, reading
speed, note Saki,' litdeomprehension. Instruction and guidance will be
geared to indivi° hirress.

Instructor: k'Ott0 c • -cott
Time laesday, 6:30 p.m.

kAnNulifwil:;lue(lis::::::f.11:1:11.111'1.41:a)::1 rescue t ech toques a pproprta n I or at most an%

21.
STANDARI) r'Il0 AND PERSONAL SAFF:TY

'Ks course. in •taitil.trd first .11,1 Provides ,1 good

iii anih iii 'if1,11114,0.1.n,i,any (.,...icrdcuur‘pi unsemvoernyadrya v life hre,uscihiitt..t

,.st:der valet v If you vi'ever wondered what you
ent involving family, friends, or even a tuitel

stranger. then i! 'IP is for you. Leads to Red Cruses certification in
standard ,,to:4ardiopulrnonary resuscitation, basic watersafe 

books in .thiS course will cost approximately

emergeneY
the home. I

supp irt and

should do f

$3.00.

Instructor: Vuozzo
Tint.. 4sclay, 6.30•8:00 pm

„ yollq„
22. PLANNINu f r•Lr-SUFFICIENCY

The . er:0;ss.:hfoeaP. abundant energy and e,xploittaible ipnna,tu. 
inresources ii

r 
le% an 
end,t
n requiring a return i 

s elvsuic 1 

energy, rays °co,: and food. What is self sufficiency and how can it

be made to al: cjtflingruily for groups and communities' What does

it cost and b°,.. 1 4 be made accessahle to the average person who IS

locked into 't"is rrnu with limited funds and experience' Topics to

methane: °r1tinils4th'ng, right livelihood; the economic interface
be ex ploredir:c.,,,i, atiternative energy sources • sodlatrwstintido,nwtao ater,

between 

se 

de Communities, an organize 

ran 

society of aelf.nt communities. The course will he 10 weeks of

directed disc° to,:ftding, and interchange of ideas. A field trip to

essential.lru t ru tc) , :

one or more :;Lantairld secrlfis-sseufyficient communities may be con'
sidered. Tod° 'sufficiency is optional. Tomorrow it may be

?i,

Time .tiflesday, 8.30-1000 p.m.

23. THE ART 0'
c

). AGE

Messagefes"tbful to both mind and body, relieving teasions,
stimulating 11.Nreulation, relaxing tired muscles and uplifting

dejected apiri ts,' the ultimate stimulant and the ultimate sedative -

without anY ° p ill side effects caused by the use of drugs, alcohol,

tobacco, etc Up a state of euphoria This course is designed to

teach the atu r̀-osi't' theory and practice, one of the most expressive

forms of coottil-si4thon between two human beings - the art of the full

body missage",kr'sla should be aware that massage involves direct

body contact . Iutres those receiving the massage to he unclothed.

Facilities el"11 k""ided at • local Men's Health Club located one

block from thole r)4r5ity. The total coat to each student for supplies

and use of :0:41' will be $12 00 Due to the lack of separate

facilities, ciass̀ -,;%' c'Dott to men only. Invited a friend to join one of

the classes vilL11 "

Instructor Jarvis
Time s 're will be four sections of this course,

ill It of which will meet for three sessions.
4 r sessions will meet on Sundays
'411 9.00-12.00 noon or from 1 00-3:00 p.m.

MUSIC & ART

24. VISUAL EXPERIENCES AT THE BALTIMORE MUSEUM OF ART

An opportunity for the uninitiated in art to strengthen their
visual awareness, this course will touch on a variety of ways to enjoy

the visual arts. The topic of each session will be a theme which appears
throughout the Museum's collections, such as landscape, the nude,
abstraction. Eight class sessions. Sponsored by the Baltimore Museum

of Art.

Instructor: Rose Mary Glennon
Time: Thursday, 7:00-8:30 p.m.

25. GROUP PIANO

A course for those who have had previous instruction. Both solo

and duet repertoire will be offered (prospective students will be

screened at registration).

Instructor: Selma Epstein
Time. Monday, 2:00-3:00 p.m.

26. MUSICIAN'S EXCHANGE

Not a teaching course, but an opportunity for you to get together

with other musicians of your choosing at your own convenience. A

directory of registrants will be published and distributed to you. You

are then free to contact the other musicians, either those who play your

instrument or those who play other instruments, and arrange your own

sessions. In this way you are both teacher and student for your

instrument, or you can form a group. All instruments, including voice,

and all levels of experience are free to register.

Since this is not a teaching course, the registration fee for this

course will be only $1.00.

Instructor: Michael Gilbert •

Time. Of the registrant's choosing

27. MUSIC APPRECIATION

A basic course in music appreciation to help the student develop

an understanding of music itself and discuss its various periods of

development. Students with little or no prior knowledge about Classical

Music will find this program especially appropriate. Much of the class

time will be listening to recordings.

Instructor: Marlene Williams

Time: TBA

28. PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

This course offers students an enhanced understanding of music
forms going beyond typical tonal and rhythmical modes. Recordings of

John Coltrane, Cecil Taylor, Miles Davis, Weathereport, and Billy
Cobham will be studied in an effort to improve structural hearing.

Chart writing will be developed with concentration on tonal and
rhymic overlaying, as well as investigation into "free style" composition
and improvisations.

Students may participate in musical ensembles through vocals,

percussion, keyboards, and other instruments, and be involved in

reading and writing light compositions.

Instructor: Eugene Mauro
Time: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Location provided by instructor.

29. GUITAR II

A more extensive course for persons who have had Guitar 1.
Emphasis in this course will he placed on the more practical musical
skills such as playing for enjoyment. Topics to be discussed will be
advance theory, finer exercises, music writing, strumming, note

reading and chording. Each student should be willing to practice r•sr a
minimum of one hour each day in addition to classwork.

Each student must provide the following,

1. A usable non-electric 6 string guitar

2. The book Alfred's Adult Guitar Course

Instructor: John Kozarski
Time: Wednesday, 7,00-8:30 p.m.

30. HOW TO USE YOUR VOICE

A class to learn some of the ba.sics of proper vocal production in
both singing and speaking. There will be mostly group instruction and
discussion, with limited individual attention. The class is limited to 12
students, which will meet one evening per week for approximately 10

weeks.

Required Books, Keep Your Voice Healthy • Friedrich S. Brodnitz
Published by Charles C. Thomas $5.96
Manuscript notebook - appresx. $1.25

Instructor: Nancy Hablett
Time: TRA

HISTORY, PHILOSOPY8t LITERATURE

31. INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

Origin of the American Indians and the general outline of

prehistoric cultural development in 'he New World will be discussed

The approach will emphasize the history of changing concepts in

American archaeology. Particular attention will be given to Eastern

North America and local examples.
Field trips can be arranged to suite interests and schedules of class

participants.
Suggested readings: A History of American Archaeology by

Gordon R. Willey and Jeremy A. Sabloff. Freeman 1974. Paper $4.95.

Eastern North American Archaeology. A Summary by James B. Griffin.

Science, Vol. 156, pp. 175-91. 1967.

Instructor Tyler Bastian
Time: Monday, 8:00 p.m.

33 A SEMINAR IN CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY

'This seminar is designed for beginning and more advanced writers
of poetry It will treat poetry as a forum, which creates immediacy of
experience, through the ()manic IMP Of highly charged language.
Emphasis will be put on discovery via creative process, rather than on
eloquency or arbitrary mechanics or verse. Class time can he devoted to
nianiuscript criticism, with suggestions for improvements

lestructor Gary Dion Cunningham
"Vim, WNitirsciay, Ii 30 p in.

32. NEW MYTHS FOR OLD

This course is designed for those who regard the Bible as th.•

Revelation of God's Word. Its aim is to examine the central Biblical

Images - Creation, Adam and Eve, the Flood, Exodus, Law, Temple,

Virgin Birth, Kingdom, Miracles, Death and Resurrection, Ascension.

Apocalypse • to discover their meaning in a modern world view which is

secular, scientific and relativistic.
Students should have a contemporary translation of the Bible,

both Old and New Testament.

Instructor Reverend l'hillip J. Cunningham, C.S.P.

Time Wednesday, 7:30 9,00 p.m.

34. PHILOSOPHIES OF LIFE

An open ended discussion into the meaning of existence and
purpose of life-group participation will be welcome and important
Course will cover ancient and modern, eastern and western philo-
sophies. Several books will be read and discussed. Estimated cost $5.00.
Limit of 10.

Instructor: Randall B. Curtis
Time: TBA

INFORMATION

'The Baltimore Free University is a non-profit, non•portisan volunteer

organization which seeks to provide an open idurational forum for :he

exchange or skills, information, and ideas within a flexible nu:n-eradeci
structure. The Free University has been sponsored by the Offisi NI. the

Chaplain at Johns Hopkins University for the past eight years. Students and

teachers of all ages and interests are Invited to give or attend courses through

the Free University on any topic of Community interest The abilits5, to
communicate one's subject is the only requirement tor instructors. Academic

qualifications are not a necemity
Academic requirements are not necessary for students since the Free

University is non-accredited.

What to expect

The descriptions in this catslopie provide students with the informi

Lion needed to make intelligent decisions A substantial amount of back-

ground material about these courses anti instructors has been deleted due to

space limitations. Those interested in obtaining more information shout a

particular instructor or course are encouraged to speak to the instructor on

the night of registration.
No guarantees are made! The staff of the Baltimore Free University

Feels that each instructor is qualified to teach his or her course Student* have

the responsibility to actively perticipste in the educational process, and

should be aware that each of these courses has a limited enrollment. Students

should be willing to complete a brief evaluation form at the end of the

semester. By fulling out and returning the evaluation, you can assist our

efforts to improve. the Free University.
The content of each course is the final responsibility of the instructors

and students, and floes not necessarily reflect the opinions or ideas of the

Free University staff

Director
Assist-ant Cirector:
Supporting Staff:

Jim Case
Terry Vickers
Judy Mason
Lorin& Riddle
Bob Mikpeters
Mike Costello
Jim Regensburg, Dr. Chester Wick wire

and other community and student volunteers

When and Where

Mae. classes Will be held on or near the Homewood campus of the

Johns Hopkins University. Those courses which will be taught in spaces

provided by the instructor are indicated A complete list of locations will be

available at registration.
Parking on and near campus during the semester is extremely limited. If

It is necessary to drive; please allow ample time to find a parking space

Classes will begin the week or March 1, 1976 unless otherwise notified

Adoitional courses will he offered in October, 1976 and public
announcements will be made in September, 1976 concerning turns and

location for Fall registration. Persons interested in teaching a course should

contact Jim Case at 366.3586. We are also actively seeking people from the

community interested in working with the Free University. New ideas, new

courses, and new perspectives on the Free University are encouraged. Pleas,

share this catalogue with a friend.
one course for another without paying any additional fees Anyone who is
over 60 may take one or two courses without charge.

Registration

Registration for the Spring semester will be held on Sunday. February
15, 1976 at 7:30 p.m. in Oilman Hall (south entrance) next the Levering Hall,
on the Johns Hopkins Homewood campus. Gilman Hall is easily identifiable
by the clocktower. The basement floor will be used for registration.

Late Registration

Late registration will be available from Tuesday, February 17th to
Friday, February .20th. from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p in. To register tate, a student

must come in person to the Office of the Chaplain in Levering Hall and fill

out the necessary forrrts. No registrations will be accepted by mail, or before

February 15th.

Registre r .
Public Relations:
Advisors:

Registration Foe

A fee of $6.00 is required for each course *elected by a student, the
purpose of which is to pay for printing the Free University bulletin and other
clerical expenses. Make chicks payable to the 0Mce of the Chaplain. Johns
Hopkins University. No regSatration fee is refundable, but a student may Immo



FROM THE EAST

35. ASTROLOGY AS A SERVICE TO HUMANITY

This course will be divided into two plata. The first hour will

teach erection of a horoscope and its progressions, various house
systems will be learned, and we will incorporate both the 360 degree

system and the 90 degree circles in our charts.
The remainder of our time each week will be in seeing how

astrology is a tool to bring one the realization of the Self within. Classes

will be on Astrology and the Bible, C,osmobiology and Uranian

astrology, and the interpretation of charts as cycles of growth and

periods of initiation in a new age of Service to Humanity.

Instructor: Brother Arthur Terrell Adsit

Time: Thursday, 7:30-10:00 p.m.

96. FREE MEDITATION

If you've wanted to find nirvana but couldn't afford $125.00,
here's your chance to ride free. Using both ancient and creative yogic
techniques you will learn to explore the inner mind, expand the aura,

and realize your highest human potential. The course will stress
self-healing and personalized guidance. The techniques employed are
taught by Yogi Bhajan and the 3H0 Foundation

Instructor:
Time:
Place:

Days Singh
Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
At Kundalini Yoga Center
2322 North Charles St., Baltimore, Md. 21218

97. ECKANKAR • THE PATH OF TOTAL AWARENESS

Learn the secrets of Karma and Reincarnation and break the
bonds of the material world. Experience Self-Realization and God-
Realization via the path of Eckankar with the guidance of the Mahanta,
the living Eck master, Sri Darwin Gross. Discussions will include
techniques in out-of-body consciousness via SoulTrevel - the means to

self-mastery through contact with the Light and the Sound currents.
Ten or twelve class sessions.

Instructor: Charlotte and Carl Hudgins
Time: Wednesday, 8:30-10:00 p.m.

38. THE TREE OF LIFE

A course designed to take the mystery out of the Ancient
Mysteries. Topics will include meditation, mind control, healing,
scientific prayer, the nature of the Soul and the Self, and spiritual
initiation and attainment in the New Age. We will also learn the basic
principles contained in the teachings of Jesus, Buddha, and other great
avatars. Our aim is to present the basic tools which Man has been given
to live in simple freedom and joy. Our approach is a practical one, with
emphasis on results; we are not so much interested in religious concepts
or philosophical theory as in a real experience of Life, Light and Love,
and in the attainment of the Illumination.

Instructor: Reverend Thomas Allessandroni
Time: Monday, 8:30-10:00 p.m.

39. THE ZEN OF TENNIS
(FOR BEGINNERS AND INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS)

In this course tennis will be used as a tool for creative expression
in sport, meditation, and dance. The main focus will be on centering
over self and experiencing the delight in the moment, the Now.

Instructor: Jeffery Goldman
Time: Saturday, I 0:00-12:00 noon

PARAPSYCHOLOGY
40. PARAPSYCHOLOGY & METAPHYSICS

A course in current findings relating to higher sense perception; a
brief aquaintainship with current experimentation, the development of
human potential. An introduction to the new physics. The psi potential
in everyone; a scientific explanation to most phenomena. Course
provides typed manuscripts of each lesson and an aquaintanceship with
what is new in man's search 8, research of himself. Materials will cost
about $5.00

Instructor: Maxine Jones
Time: 8:30-10:00 p.m. - Monday evenings

THE SOCIAL/CULTURAL SCENE
45. IN SEARCH OF A GAY IDENTITY

The course will include a history of the Gay Rights movement,
Gays in literature, art, witchcraft and heresy. Speakers will be provided

to discuss Lesbianism, Tranvestism, Gay Parents, Coming Out, S&M and
other aspects of the Gay culture

Instructor: Paulette Young
'lime Wednesday, 8:30-10:00 p.m.

46. WHAT YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT HOW TO

ORGANIZE THE WORKING CLASS TO OVERTHROW CAPITAI.-

ISM AND ESTABLISti SOCIALISM

Course designed to give effective overview of the history and

potential of class struggle, from an anthropological history, through the

development of class society, rise of Capitalism, struggles of the

working class through to the first successful workers revolution, and

analysis of the partial degeneration of the Russian Revolution and an
analysis of the current terminal economic crisis and what we must do to
assure victory for socialism here ‘nd now.

Instructor: A. Robert Kaufman
Time: TBA with students
Location provided by instructor.

OTHER COURSES

47. POEMWORKING

You gotta write to be here ( . play to win), am. to pro.

(rv!ecling others to play off) little as theory. Not from what poetry

may be to poem but what Your poem IS. itself this one. this

one .. so we start with one find what can be said about IT. and

go to next one, straight or why say anything STAYING INSIDE

THE POEM urge trying different ways. with many ones so we

start (the emPHAsis) where'll ITs lead

Instructor: Donald C. Harrold
Time: Tuesday 8:00 p.m.
Location to be provided by the students.

48. INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY

Designed for both the beginning and the more advanced
photographer, the course will cover all upsets of the operation of the
camera, darkroom equipment, and making prints from your own slides.
Since a lecture-discusition•demonstration format will be utilized, it will
not be necessary to own a camera in order to take this course. The
emphasis will be on practical application. There will be no material
cod.

Instructor,
Time:
Location:

Paul Clock
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
Hamilton Branch *20
Enoch Pratt Free Library
5910 Hsrford Road

49. SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF DRUG DEPENDENCE

The failure of moat drug abuse treatment programs can be
attributed to the underlaying philosophy and the techniques utilised in
the design of thee* programs. This course will highlight mistakes made

in concepts and techniques relating to drug abuse, accenting the mia•use

of methadone, and will detail effective principles and procedures from
the Instructor's experience. Panel presentations will be utilised. Ten
class sessions.

Instructor: Alfred V. Millman

SELF AND OTHERS
The following courses are offered to assist students personal and

interpersonal growth and development. They are not designed to he
therapeutic in any way and should not be taken by people who might have
serious personal problems. Such persons are encouraged to seek pro fessional
assistance.

41. YOU AND ME AND THE COURAGE TO BE •
It's hard for me to be; so please tell me I exist.

We'll get together so as to invigorate and support each other's
impatience to live - by exhibiting and being the real you and me. We'll
be less and less tolerant of each other's denials - more and more
accepting of each other's honestly presented hang ups, and perhaps able
thereby to move past them.

We'll share important parts of ourselves and discover the mutual
caring and depth of that.

Sometimes we'll have structure, such as sensitivity or encounter.
Other times we'll just flow. And we'll be creating something a special
atmosphere of warmth, fun - excitement. 8-1.1 weeks (evenings) and
possibly a weekend or other activity decided by class.

Note: past experience in sensitivity and encounter is helpful, not
necessary - an appetite for living is a prerequisite!

Instructors: Richard Berman and Bonnie Bashein
Time: Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
Location provided by instructors.

42. HUMAN BEHAVIOR (PSYCH WITH A TWIST)

Covering learning, perception and emotions, drives, personality,
marriage, sexuality and encounter sessions. About 10 classes somewhat
tailored to the adults enrolled.

Instructor: Arthur Seidman
Time: Thursday, 7:30-9.30 p.m.

43. INTRODUCTION TO ENCOUNTER

A course for those who have had no previous experience in
encounter. Self•awareness through both verbal and non-verbal tech
niques. The group will focus on the "here and now feelings,
perceptions and interi.ction of the group members in an attempt to get
better in touch with ourselves and each other. The group will consist of
three weekly sessions plus a full marathon week-end running from
Friday evening to Sunday afternoon.

Instructor: Richard H. Flax

Time: Tuesday, 8:00-11:00 p.m.

Location provided by instructor.

44. ADVENTURES IN LOVING

An experiment in and discussion of group living with emphasis on

the expanded family. Readings will include Adventures in Loving by

Robert Rimmer (available in paperback for $1.50), We the Lonely

People.- Searching for Community by Ralph Keyes, and Group Marriage

by Larry and Joan Constantine. Students should expect to spend

approximately $1.00 per session for food and refreshments in conjunc-

tion with this course. The course will be held at the instructor's

residence in the Waverly area.

Instructor: Mike McKain

Time Wednesday, 8:00 p.m.

REGISTRATION: FEBRUARY 15th

7:30p.m. Gilman Hall

Johns Hopkins University

Special thanks to Dr. Wickwire

whose dedication, determination, and energy

have sustained the Free University for the past eight years.

Time: Wednesday, 8:90 p.m.



Circular motion: Around 'n' around the forbidden self...

By MARK LANDES
Once, when the Instructor said something witty, his eyebrows

stood and jumped up and down in excitement. The eyebrows

were alone in their enthusiasm.
"Class, why is the boomerang image so important to this short

story?"

A simple sweatshirt jacket encircles the Cynical Ego-centrist's

shoulders; an elaborate choker of swirling snail shells

clackles around his neck.
"Does the beautiful one suspect that 1 can unscrew earrings-with

my tongue?"
After he had given Moebius the dog a stern talking to for shitting

on the carpet while the landlady was visiting, Moebius

yanked out all his tulips. His girlfriend noted that this
was the dog's Oedipus complex :showing through. He cringed,'

then wondered. Then cringed.
He speculates that the Ugly One has only one responsive nipple;

he's sure she has a belly button that pokes out.
"Pussy shit!"
His ears are dirty today.

His hair is just long enough to reach his moil th.
"How can I get My dog to chase his tail?"
With images of Lancelot, he yearns to take his place in the un-

occupied chair, center of the ring o I aspirant fell-knights.
The first time he put his contact lenses in. they cup-clapped over

his pupils, and sizzled holes into the back of himself,

"Negro children look very strange with flesh-tone scar pasties.
like hot choclate with pink marshmallows:-

He has a terrific-looking raised eyebrow-he combs it up to accentuate it.

The pocket in the suede jacket folded on the Jocks bulging shoulder

clasps a pack of Camel filters.
Reflections on Fort Meade: "If they name forts after lousy generals,

they should name a nem missile ifter me."
He washes his pubes regularly with "Image Brand Wheat Germ and

Honey Shampoo and Conditioner."
When his and his roommate's sheets were confused in the dryer,

he definitively endedthe controversy by proudly pointing out
a faded orangish spot, saying "Monica" with a smile and a
sigh that made you think he was reminiscing.

"I feel best during sex if I know my lay doesn't really want it
right then, but I get it anyway."

With a discreet hand-in-the-pocket, he corrects his penis-posture
when walking into the classroom.

Tcklay the Beautiful One wears a tight T-shirt; the print bulls-eyes

front and back match the two point-tipped round bubbles

Strainingupward.
"It's'Almost time for my TM lesson. It will be nice to concentrate

on something I'm interested in."
She imagines sex with the Jock, with her whispering orders,

commendations, and admonitions in a rush. She smiles that

she commands him.
The Instructor was once a target of seduction, but he had no

sideburns and was too short, so that she wouldn't have been

able to wear her favorite shoes if they went out, and so it

was no longer worth it to her.

"That cynical guy is too selfish to go out with...he'd never

spend enough onme. I'm sure. he'd hold back his change for

washing machines ... His ears.ar,e -dirty anyway."

Her flesh sparkles.

On her wrist loops a plasticene watchband.

"Enticement is my key to superiority."

She can't understand why the Ugly One doesn't fix herself up
-

has she no self-respect? For one thing, her bone structure

is all wrong.
If you put a concave mirror over her face, what would she see?

"My flesh sparkles."
Her hands scan her legs as she sits, while her eyes bounce frOm.

the Jock's shoulders to her watch and back. She doesn't

realize her ears are dirty.

The Ugly One has zits on her shoulders, moles on her ass.

"I'll bet that pretty girl only has one responsive nipple herself."

Her life goal is to find an alternative to the two-party system.

She fancies herself creative. Once, stoned and stranded, she

thought of naming her dildo the SFOG-Sure-Fire Orgasm-Getter.

"My shit may not look good, but it's together."

Her belly button pushes in deeper than any other in the room.

His fingers worm-hole into- his book for cover. Ankles clamped,

knees out, his legs twine with the legs of the chair.

The Academic One wears two pair of underwear in cold weather,

one ass-backward (more accurately, ass-forward).

"That unkind person is dogmatic; he should know that I am right.

He usually makes a face at my words, saying to himself,

'That prick,' I know it, but I am still right, and that's

all, that matters. I wish they would like me, though.

Especially the pretty one, with her protuberant cones, which

I crave to study bare."
Calculations are being made on the starting salary of a doctor in

1981, if the commies don't inject socialized medicine into

the American heart by then, although he wonders, too, just

how much commie doctors make.
He would like to be rich enough to eat gold.

He doesn't know political philosophy as well as I do, he doesn't

study as much, he doesn't have the understanding. I know what

I mean, anyway, and I'm right. Why won't the conference
instructor just agree with me?"

If only he had unblemished jewels to go with that black h.iir skull-
cap. he'd look like a smooth China doll.

His book poses precisely perpendicular to his chest; altIL'ugh,

with his elbows in, his wrist must strain backwards to

sustain the pose.
"I experienced orgasm once. When I was fifteen. I went to the

doctor to get checked for constipation. The doctor was going

to put a rubber glove up me, pulled down my pants, and found

a small hard-on. 'Looks like you might have a special time

today,' the doctor said."

He always uses the Greek names when referring to the gods, never

the Latin.
He wonders why we've never won a war since the official circle-seal

of the Department of War was named Defense.

"E(a+r, t) = 27r
a+ r, f qoP (t - r/c) dr"

2

"Why did I see three cats defecate on my way to school?"

His mind watches a slide show that reflects from his favorite

spot on the wall: he sees aliens watching a couple in a
restaurant throw coins on the table, which the waitress
gathers in. What would "they" think of money? He sees
a bratty pre-schooler left behind his running mates, dragging
a baggy shoe with a toe.

A loud-fisted black woman from Barclay Street rapped his
door one morning and demanded that he take and "get rid of" half
of her cat's kittens, because his cat was "the acknowledged
father." He changes expression.

"I'd love to split a pitcher with you. I was just going to read
that guy Barth tonight. It can go to hell; let's get drunk."

He wears a monogrammed Yarmulke.

Silence: "Isn't anyone thinking out there?" With empahsis:
"Class, why is the boomerang image so important to this
.short story'?"

...a word to the reader
By BIFF BURNS

Indigestible mentality of the
visceral: At least that if no more,
thought through my grit
teeth. Signatures of all things I
am paid to read, seasick and
scawrecked, the neap tide, that
solid river, searage and sewage.

Then 1 was aware of them
themes Landes had hidden in
them lines. How? By knocking
our heads against them, sure.
Go easy, they tell me.

Sophomore he was and an
English major, maestro de los que
escriben. It you can put your five
fingers through it it is literature,
and not dreck. Shut your Imind
off and accept.

Put it through a computer.
Content analysis. Thirty
references to belly buttons in the
text. Sexist tripe. Omphalos.
Gaze in your own, but don't have
the audacity to publish it.
Spillane told me not to write
heroic couplets unless I could do
it as well as Pope. Not to write
interior monologues unless they

were- as good as Joyce. Sound
advice. Better read than dead.

Cloacal obsession alone does
not great licherachoor make. The
mind must be in the heavens.
Borges had Lonnrot say that
reality does not have the least
obligation to be interesting--ah,
but writing does!! And Landes'
"Untitled" opus fails to meet this
obligation.

Boring news and boring
features coexistent in the same
issue. Nebeneinander. On the
same page. Nacheinander. Or is it
the other way around? I am
bored therefore I am. Beckett.
Which is the "C" that flows
always beside you?

Hopkins, they say, has the
honor of being the only
university which has never
persecuted the undergraduate
writer of talent.
Why, sir? D.H. asked,

beginning to smile.
-Because they never let them

in, Dr. Kenner said solemnly.
TRIESTE-DUNDALK-NEWARK 1976

The Bored One sits with hand on chin, nails in mouth, with his

glasses, his eyes, drooping to his knuckles. graphic by marks
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'Guys' at work
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* HI, we're the business managers. We wouldn't be here if we didn't screw up.
* Besides, so many people complain that the paper is just too full of ads; bet they don't complain now... *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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News-Letter Photo Contest

Three Categories
1) Hopkins
2) Baltimore
3) Centennial or bicentennial

Rules:
1. No person previously published in the N-L is eligible.
2. Any other Hopkins undergraduate is eligible.
3. Pictures should have been taken after 9/1/75.

4. Send pictures to Box 1230, or bring them in person
to the Gatehouse.

5. Pictures must be in by 5:00 p.m., February 20, 1976.
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There's no real drama here, just basic town-gown stuff
BALTIMOREAN, from page 3

sold. It is a completed
transaction, an executed
contract, in the words of Dick
Cook: "A lack of an issue."
When I walked into the lobby of
the Baltimorean in the afternoon,
and began asking questions as to
the nature and timing of the
transition, the manager walked
up to me and began to give me a
very stiff, curt series of replies.
"If you have any questions, the
man you want is Mr. Heist, in the
University Housing Office of
Johns Hopkins." It was no
runaround. There was simply
nothing to say. The Baltimorean,
sir, has been sold.

if I have learned one thing
about Baltimore, it is that the
real essence of anything in this
town is not to be found within
mundane experience, but within
the odd places, at odd hours.

This observation led me to the
inescapable conclusion that the
only way I was going to get any
human feedback on the sale of
the Baltimorean was to walk into
the lobby and talk to someone,
but after midnight. •

She was a middle-age woman,
with black hair, wearing the same
glasses you see on everyone who
never heard of fashion. She
stared at me for nearly a minute
before letting me in with the buz-
zer. I wondered again if it had
made much sense to tackle this
assignment wearing my leather
jacket. "I'm a student from
Hopkins," I said. But would that
introduction put her at ease?

She sat in an enclosed section
of the lobby, by the switchboard.
As I walked towards her, she
turned to her right as if to talk to
someone. "Someone" was a late
night television movie she
obviously wasn't really watching

anyway, but to whom she had to
nod _acknowledgment to before
she fully directed her attention
to me. I asked her if any Hopkins
students had moved in yet.
"No," she replied, in a very

clear, high-pitched tone that had
no levity. "They don't start any
moving in till April 1st, I think.-

(Hopkins students start moving

in in September) People had
already begun to move out, she

said. Some of them had lived in
the hotel a long time--one woman
forty years. "It's a damn
shame,"she said,"But I guess the
students have to have a place to
live, though I can't understand
why the school can't build the
buildings. They have the
money." But she was quick to
point out that,"most of the folks
don't have no problem moving.
They all got money, and money
talks, y'know." One couple
though: The wife had chronic

arthritis, and the husband had
been hospitalized several times,
with hearftrouble. It isn't always
easy.

She and the. rest of the staff
would be leaving soon.
The lobby at the Baltimorean

is pleasant, quiet and a pervasive
blue that should not be
destroyed. It will be though. The
whole lobby will be changed.
"Just like the Belvedere. You
know it, on Charles and Chase? It
used to be the finest hotel in
Baltimore. But when the Hopkins
students 'moved in, they wrecked
that place. They took down the
chandelier. The chandelier, can
you believe that?::
She thanked me for stopping

by. I said good night.
There's no real drama here.

What, you say, old people being
rooted out by the enlarging,
encroaching, university?
Community objections, followed

NORWAYSVVEDEN
DEN MARKGERMA
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The longest country in Europe.
Two months for $195.

Student-Railpass covers 100,000 miles of track in thirteen European countries, all
the way from the Arctic to the Mediterranean. And $195 buys you unlimited
Second Class rail travel for two whole months.
On a student's budget that's some deal. In fact, the only thing cheaper is thumbing it
or wearing down your heels. Besides that, the trains are fast (some zip along at 100 mph),
clean, comfortable and fun. You can go and come whenever you like. And
you'll meet more Europeans than you would on the road.
Trains are dynamite. But how about ferries, lake cruisers,
river boats and hydrofoils? Student-Railpass covers them,
too. And it'll even get you discounts on motorcoach trips.
If you want to do it big and mingle with the First Class
types, think about Eurailpass. Same places, same trains
(First Class, though), in two-week, three-week, one-month,
two-month and three-month passes.
To get a Student-Railpass, you have to be a full-time
student, under 26. And both Student-Railpass and
Eurailpass are sold here through a Travel Agent.
You won't be able to buy them in Europe. So plan ahead.
We've got a big country waiting.

• • • • • • • • •••

Eurailpass, Box 0,
Staten Island, N.Y. 10305

•••

Sounds like an incredible bargain. Please send me
free information on Student-Railpass and Eurailpass.

Name 

Address 

City State Zip
•
• My Travel Agent
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

is  •
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

by acquiesence in the hope of
other achievements (the ( ampus
Plan)? Not drama'? Mt drama.
Just basic town-gown stuff.
Business as usual.,

dassifieds
I know a student who cannot

Practice because she has no piano
(and no funds for transportation).
Do you know of anyone wishing to
dispose of a piano? I will take care
of the moving. Call Shirley,
653-2480.

SPANISH. Private tutoring by

experienced native teacher. All

levels. 366-2056.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.

Foreign. No experience required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00

for information. SE l'AX, Dept.

E-8. Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

COLLEGE CAMPUS

REPRESENTATIVE needed to sell

Brand Name Stero Components to

students at lowest prices. High

commission, NO INVESTMENT

REQUIRED. Serious inquiries

only! FAD Components, Inc., 20

Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey

07006. (201) 227-6884.

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS

WANTED—for Spring or Summer:

need good background inplaying

and teaching. Good to excellent

salary. Call WASHINGTON

TENNIS ;SERVICES - (7 0 3 )

548-2064, 548-6338.

If you are interested in part-time

babysitting in the nursery of

University Baptist Church, 3501

North Charles St. ($2.50 per hour).

Please call 467-2343 between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING.

Experienced typist has IMB

Selectric for theses, dissertation,

reports, term papers, letters,
et c.Greek letters, math symobls

available. Fast and accurate-43

years experience. Call: HELEN

COX, 31'7-9021.

'WHAT
DOES
CHURCH
HAVE TO
OFFER
ME?"
Well, would you like a Iresh
understanding of God, .“.1d
of yourself, and of your
place in His creation'?

"Sure, but how is that going
to help me'"

It gives you a sense of
direction and purpose And
as your knowledge of God
grows, this becomes the
basis of everything you do

We'd love to have you share
in a Christian Science
service with us this Sunday

First Church of
Christ, Scientist
102 W. University Pkwy.

Sunday services at
11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School at
11 a.m.
Wednesday evening
meetings at 8 p.m.STUDENTRAILPASS
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GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source items valued at over
$500 million dollars.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants. aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs.
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities: for
study at colleges, vocational and .technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-
graduate study or research: funded on national, regional. and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations. corpora-
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations.,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students. both .\vith and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 2I4, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass, 02 1 14.
Please rush me copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at $5.95 plus .5t ,e for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing $ '   (check or money order).

Adddress

City State Zip
Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

SoM Fair
3121 ST. PAUL STREET
PHONE 235-6296

Used & Rare,. Old &

Out-of-print Books

John Gach Bookshop

3322 Greenmount Avenue

467-4344
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EVENING DANCE CLASSES—JHU GYM
10 week session beginning February 4.

Wednesday Evening, Elementary Modern 6 : 8: 30 11.
Thursday Evening, Elementary Modern 5:30-7:30 ffi
Thursday Evening, Intermediate-Advanced Modern 7:30-8:00

There are still a few spaces available in the Evening g

Dance Classes. If interested, please contact Nancy

Levinson at 243-0541.
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MCAT
PREPARATION
• SMALL GROUPS
• 7 AND 13 SESSION COURSES

• VOLUMINOUS HOME STUDY MATERIAL
Available Prior to Course 

• MAKE-UP LESSONS INCLUDED
• TAPE CENTER FOR ADDED REVIEW

Register Now For April Exam
Classes in Baltimore & D.C. 

MN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SiNCE ,918

Call (202) 244-3010

We alNo offer cour.e. for .
LSAT, DAT, GRE. AT
NAT'L. 11E1). MS.. FLEX

SPRING 
VACATION

BERMUDA
at the spectacular

Bermudiana Hotel,
Tennis & Beach Club

from $219

PUERTO RICO
at the sensational
Racquet Club &
Cecelia's Place

from $199

ST. MAARTEN
at the fabulous

Summit Hotel

from $259

3, 4 & 7 night packages available from most major cities March thru Octo-
ber, 1976. 15-day advance purchase required. All rates double occupancy
from New York via Eastern Airlines Plus $29 tax & services.

• rrmi mmail counuponim m for denitaimmls• 611 2. 1.1
IBREAKAWAY TRAVEL, INC.

1938 Williamsbridge Road

TRAVEL, INC. Bronx, N.Y. 10461

(212) 597-9467 (800) 223-8020
Toll free outside of New York State

• Name 
I▪ Address

Also available complete European Summer Program.
4+11.IIIII III IN III MI MIR Ill Ell 1111 ill

APRIL 15 DEADLINE 

27 Italian Medical and 9 Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students
Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinking of ap-
plying to Italian medical schools, and their families, must act
immediately. New Italian government regulations require that pre-
inscription applications be filed with the Italian Embassy in Wash..
D.C., and Italian Consulates, before April 15, for consideration for
medical and veterinary school admission in the fall of 1976.
27 distinguished Italian medical schools accept Americans

Several hundred Americans now are studying at Italian medical
and veterinary schools.

All applications must reach the Italian Embassy and Consulates
before April 15. Medical, dental and veterinary school aspirants
who need assistance in language and cultural orientation, and
preparation before, during and after medical school to enable the
practice of medicine in the U.S., should contact the Institute of
International Medical Education. The Institute has helped more
American men and women enter European medical and veterinary
schools than any other organization.

Of the approximately 40,000 premeds and graduate students
who will apply to American medical schools this year, about 35%
will be accepted. Contact Student Information Office.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

SEE
RAYHOND

57. JACQUES'
,117\1 I 06717
7-00IZI

by CLIFFORD MASON

STARRING
THOMAS ANDERSON STANLEY GREENE ED HEATH

BEN PRESTBURY CHERYL PASTEUR BARBARA MEALY
TONI CARPENTER TYRONE JONES JAMES LANGLEY

directed by CLIFF GOODWIN
AT LANGSDALE AUDITORIUM—UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE

MARYLAND AVE. at OLIVER ST.
Thru FEBRUARY 11 TUESDAY thru FRIDAY at 8 P.M.

SATURDAY 7 & 10 P.M. SUNDAY 3 & 8 P.M.
TICKETS $4.00—$5.00—$6.00 SUNDAY MATINEE $3.50

STUDENT DISCOUNT $2.50
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 752 — 3538 BETWEEN 10 - 6

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008 I 1111111111w -41.1w
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they beat the Bears

Tough win follows tough loss for b-ballers this week
By KEN LEESER

A tough win followed a tough
loss in this week's Blue Jay
varsity cage action.
On Wednesday evening

Hopkins' basketball team made
their annual pilgrimage to
Annapolis to take —on the
Midshipman of Navy in the Jays'
second game of the season
against Division I competition.
Hopkins did come up on the

short end of the 86-69 score yet
they may have played some of
their best basketball of the year.

Foul
Navy plays a very physical

game, unlike what the Blue Jays
are accustomed to in the MAC,
nevertheless the Homewooders
were in the game most of the
way. The Middies led at half-time
by fourteen points but a
persistent Hopkins offense

narrowed the margin to nine with

two minutes to go. Forced to

foul in order to regain possession
of the ball, the Hopkins
hoopsters were hurt when the
free throws were converted by
Navy. The victory margin was
seventeen points but, in reality, it

was a much closer game.
Commenting on Hopkins'

games against Division I schools,
Coach Rupert said, "It is a

Swimmers outscored by LaSalle
By BRUCE FOX

Despite excellent individual

performances, the Hopkins' swim
team was outscored Wednesday
night by its formidable

Opponents at LaSalle 69-44. The
Jays and the Explorers continued
their outstanding rivalry which
began two years ago with a 58-55

victory going to Hopkins,
followed last year with a win for

LaSalle by the identical score.
The meet began with LaSalle

running away with the 400-yard
medley relay while, in the
process, Hopkins' Dean
Buchenauer swam his best career
100-yard breaststroke leg in

1:02.4. This was followed by a

one-two showing in the
1000-yard freestyle for freshmen
Todd Russell and Frank
McGovern, two ot the many
excellent rookies on the Jays'
squad. Their times of 10:34.6
and 10:36.4 were both individual
highs.

Captain Jim Spiering went on
to place third in the 200-yard
freestyle with an excellent time
of 1:48.9 which qualifies him for
the Division III national
championships to be held in
March.
The 200-yard individual

medley followed and turned out
to be one of the most exciting
events of the evening. The event
was won by freshman Mike Bay
at 2:02.5 but it was senior Bob
Stoever who made it a thriller.
With 50 yards remaining, Stoever
was in fourth place, 1-1/2 body
lengths behind two LaSalle
swimmers. "Smokey", however,
turned it on and touched before
his two rivals knew what
happened, to take second with a

time of 2:04.96!
Freshman Mike DiCio

displayed his steady
improvement in the diving
competition as he finished first in
the one-meter and second in the
three-meter event. This was
followed by an easier victory for
Stoever in the 200-yard butterfly
as he won by two seconds. An
excellent time was also turned in

by Frank McGovern in this event
considering that he had
competed in the grueling
1000-yard freestyle earlier.

Mike Bay continued his string
of excellent performances by
running away with the 200- yard
backstroke. His time of 1:57.59
broke his own university record
set in December which had been
posted as the top time for this
event in both Divisions II and III
this year. Jim Spiering then
tallied a career best time of 49.2

in the 100-yard freestyle, placing
third.
Todd Russell took second in

the 500-yard freestyle as Eric
Horning registered his best time
of 5:11 finishing fourth. Dean
Buchenauer went on to take
third in the 200-yard
breaststroke with a time of
2:19.4, which just missed
qualifying him for the national
championships.

In all, thirteen career best
times were turned in but
nonetheless LaSalle proved too
overpowering this year.

Special credit goes to Frank
McGovern who, in swimming the
"big triple", (200-yard butterfly
and the 1000 and 500-yard
freestyles), set two personal
records.

This gives the Blue Jays a 4-4

record with a tough meet coming

up tomorrow against a strong
American University team whom
Hopkins beat here last year.
The women's swim team put

an unofficial lock on the

women's MAC swim title

yesterday when they defeated
the defending champs from
Ursinus College in the Bears
home pool, 55-40. Coach Frank
Comfort's charges captured eight

of eleven events in lifting their
record to 5-1 overall and 3-0 in
the conference.

Maria Mock and Julie Fradel
were both double winners to
pace the Comforteers. Fine
swimminbg by Lynette
Phillips--two seconds and a
first --and Carol Rubino
bolstered the Lady Jays' effort.

Also, in a recently announced
change of venue, the MAC
Swimming and Diving
championships are to be moved
this year to Homewood Pool.
The competition was scheduled
for Widener College in
Philadelphia but problems with
the aquatic facilities forced the
relocation. This year's affair will
feature both men's and women's
events and will be held Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 27 and 28.

valuable educational experience
for our players. We realize that
students come to Hopkins for it's
academics but we also try and
make varsity basketball a
rewarding experience for our
players. We play Navy regularly
and we travel to Florida for the
Eckerd Tournament in January.
Besides, how many Division III
teams can boast ACC teams on
their schedule?" (Hopkins faced
Duke University on November
29)
"Hopkins basketball is not big

time. However, we try to give our
players an exposure to all levels
of competition; something the
majority of small-time colleges
fail to do."
Standouts in Wednesday's

contest included Paul Paytas and
Dean Uhler. They led the Jays in
scoring; Paytas with fifteen and
Uhler chipping in with fourteen.
"Dean is our most improved

ballplayer this year," says Coach
Rupert," and Paytas has been our
steadying influence all season
long. He has really come into his

own this year, and will be missed
when he graduates in June."
The Junior Varsity continued

their winning ways shocking their
counterparts at the Naval
Academy 57-48. Then, last night,
they again led off with a victory,
setting the tone for the evening.
The final score was 70-56 over
the Bears of Ursinus. Ed
McManus led all scorers with 20
points and Dave Nagelberg
contributed 18.

Although the J.V. is providing
a tough act to follow, Coach
Rupert's charges are doing their
best. Last night's game with
Ursinus was embroiled in
controversy though it turned out
to be meaningless as the Jays
came away with an 82-68
victory.

Both teams looked rather flat,
and except for some excellent
play off the bench by John
Finston, Howard Drew, Brian
Gapsis, and especially Dean
Uhler, the game was not terribly •
exciting until with thirty-nine
seconds remaining in the contest
the referees called what is known
on the playgrounds as a
"do-over".
To set the situation: with

about 48 seconds to go in the
game the Bears' Randy Stubits
was called for a foul. After a
moment of indecision, the refs
brought Paul Paytas to the line to
shoot the one-and-cue for
Hopkins. He sank them both and
Ursinus took the ensuing
inbounds pass downcourt for a
bucket with a Blue Jay foul on
the play. At this time the refs
were approached by Coach
Warren Fry of Ursinus who
claimd that Dean Uhler was the
victim of the prior Stubits foul
and should have shot, not Paytas.
The referees ruled that the game
would be stopped and Uhler
would "re-shoot" the foul.
Fortunately, Dean hit both and

no further adjustments were
made by the officials.

Despite being physically tired
from the grueling game at Navy,
good performances were turned
in by Andy Scheinfeld who had
18 points and 11 rebounds; Dean
Uhler with 17 points, 10
rebounds and four blocked shots;
and John Finston who chipped in
with 12 points and 9 caroms.

After a week's respite the
varsity cagers next battle
Swarthmore next Thursday at
the Athletic Center. Game time is
at 8:15 p.m.
The J.V.'s travel to UMBC

Saturday and Loyola on Monday,,
then return home on Thursday to
face the Garnet at 6:30 p.m.

Jay fencers win one, lose one
By DAVE GRABEREK

The Blue Jay fencing team
came out of a two—meet
weekend with a general feeling of
disappointment, despite the fact
that they did win one of the
meets.
On Friday, the Hopkins

Wilson-Wood and DU lead BIA
By PHILIP GILLY

Far and away the most
popular of all BIA sports at
Hopkins is basketball. This year's
season began on Jan. 26 and will
continue through the end of
March. There have been no major
upsets so far among the 9 dorm,
6 frat, and 24 independent teams
that comprise the 4 leagues.

Favorites
After 3 games, the early

favorites among the independents
are Face the Music, led by Ian
McKechnie and John Jerabeck,
and Dream Merchants,
quarterbacked by Brett Miles and
Gene Killeavy, with the
undefeated Barnstormers looking
like, a sleeper.

Frat competition must deal

with the perennial powerhouses

at DU and TEP, along with Sig

Ep making a run for the top.

In the dorms, it looks as if

Gildersleeve will be fighting it

out again with Wilson-Wood,

while Hollander also threatens.
Last weekend's Ping Pong

Tournament was a smashing

success. Sophomore independent

Kin-Sing Au repeated as
champion in the round-robin

finals over David Gelphan of

Vincent-Willard, as James Follin

and Jay Lubin took 3rd and 4th
for Wilson-Wood.
The next event, besides b-ball,

will be the Wrestling Tournament
to be held Tuesday Feb. 24 at 7

p.m., weigh-ins from 6-7. It will
be single elimination, with each
dorm andnd frat limited to one
man per class (no limit on
independents). Rules, entries,
and publicity will come out next
week, but if you can't wait,
contact Tom Locraft (243-4150)
or Philip Gilly (Ext 1543).

With all these varied activities,

it's hard to understand why only

two teams are interested in the

annual BIA championship

trophies. As of Feb. 1, the

Official Point Standings showed

Wilson-Wood ahead of Hollander

by 110, and DU in front of TEP

by 75, with third place Royce

•and Sig Nu both 130 points off

the pace.

fencers battled William Paterson
College of New Jersey, a highly
experienced team composed
entirely of former high school
fencers and led by national
under-20 foil champion Paul
Martino. Hopkins, whose
numbers include only two men
with high school experience,
fought hard, but their efforts fell
short as they lost 15-12.
The disappointment of the

meet lay in the fact that some of
the team's more dependable
fencers did not fence up to their
normal form. However,
co-captain Ron Kramer did
continue his undefeated ways by
going 3-0 in sabre.
On Saturday, the Jays

travelled to Allentown, Pa., to
fence MAC rival Muhlenberg. The
Mules, who had not included
Hopkins in its pre-season forecast
of tough competition, soon
learned what tough competitors
the Blue Jays really are.

After dropping the first four
bouts of the meet the Hopkins
fencers came charging back to
wind up on the Jong end of

with a nagging leg injury and a
severe cold, won the decisive
fourteenth bout and was 3-0 for
the day.

Unforunately, Ron Kramer's
string of victories came to an end
with his first bout against
Muhlenberg. This particular bout
was lowlighted by some very
questionable officiating. Sabre is
the only weapon in fencing
completely devoid of the benefits
of unbiased electrical equipment,
and the element of human error
was painfully evident in Kramer's
5-4 loss.
Depite the vict9,rypvu.

tough host team 1, t_oacn thck
Oles was reserved about his
team's performance. "In general
the team did not fence well at
Muhlenberg," he said, "Now is
the time that we should start
sharpening our skills for the MAC
championships." This event is
only a month away.

Hopkins' next contest will be
an away meet against Stevens
Tech on Saturday. On this trip
they will be accompanied by the
Men's Junior Varsity and the
Women's Varsity teams, who will

another 15-12 tally. Freshman be fencing concurrently with the
foilman Eric Newman fencing men's Varsity.. . , , . ..

.......



meetings

Any students, graduate or undergraduate,
interested in. the reading discussion, and
study of the Church Fathers and Scholastic
Philosophers are invited to attend the first
meeting of the Hopkins Patristical and
Scholastic Society in Conference Room A at
4 p.m. on Sun., Feb. 8. No previous study
or knowledge of Greek or Latin is necessary.
Study and membership will be
non-sectarian. For more information, call
Graig A. Thompson, 366-8853 or Christian
losso, 243-4465.
There will be a meeting Wed., Feb. 11 at

, 8 p.m. in Conference Room A for all those
interested in forming a discussion group
concerned with topics in the relationship of
science and society. For further
information, contact Bob Provo at Box 709
or 889-4150.

The J HU Golf Team will hold an
organizational meeting Tues., Feb. 10 at
7:30 p.m. in The Classroom of the gym.
Plans for the upcoming season, including the
Florida trip, will be discussed. All
perspective candidates are expected to
attend.

There will be a very important meeting,
today. Feb. 6 at 3:30 in the SAC of
AIESEC. All members should attend to
discuss the activities for this semester such
as the Regional and Luncheon. Please try to
come!!

All present and would-be members of the
JH Photo Club are invited to attend the
second organizational meeting of the group,
from 6 to 8:30 p.m., Fre., Feb. 6 in
Maryland 202. Bring your own
work—prints, slides, etc., and your
equipment, if you wish to discuss any of
these topics. Projects, classes, and Spring
Fair are also subjects of interest.

There will be an important meeting of the
Johns HopkinsRepublican Club on Tues.,
Feb. 10 at 6:30 in the J&H Rooms of
Levering. For more information, contact
John M. Allen, Box 2233 or J. Steven Sims,
Gi-iffin 103. Everyone is invited to attend.

Barnstormer elections are due. Come join
the brahaha on Mon. Feb. 9 at 7 p.m. in the
Garrett Room.

entertainment
The Office of the Chaplain and the M.

Carey Thomas Women's Center are
presenting "This Child Rated X," a film
examining the inequities of juvenile justice
and "A Boy Alone (L'Enfant Scup" a film
account of an adolescent boy's search for
communication with the adult world. The
films will be shown Thurs., Feb. 12 at 3
p.m. and 8:45 p.m. in Shaffer 3. Admission
free.

The Sophomore Class Coffee
.Shop is back in operation -for the second
semester every Sunday night at 9:30.
Doughnuts, coffee, and cookies are
available there for your convenience
convenience. If you're studying late at
night, drop in for a break at the location of
the Gilman Coffee Shop.

Bread and :loses Coffee House, 426 E.
31st St., in conjunction with N.A.M. will
show the latest in their series of free films
Sun., Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. "Blue Angel" with
Marlene Dietrich, and Charlie Chaplin's
"Hight at the Show" will be featured. Also,
the coffee house in open on Fridays and
Saturdays, 8-I2p.m. and Sundays, 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Don't show your money at the
door, 'cause it ain't necessary!

Next in the series of concerts at The
Famous Ballroom, 1717 N. Charles St.: Feb.
8—Gerry Nluligan Sextet; Feb. 15—Dave
"Fathead" Newman Quartet. The concerts
will be held Sundays from five to nine.

To those of you in the dormitory area, on
Friday night from 8 to 11 p.m., be sure to
tune into WJHU for the Further Adventures
of Panama Red. So turn your AM knob to
830 and get some of the tastiest tunes over
the airwaves.

So they tell me: Peter J. is gonna hit
those limited airwaves Saturday night, two
hours before Sunday morning. Tune in to
the big 830 (WJHU AM) and find out why
even the cows at L.S.U. know YOU CAN'T
BUY A TIIR ILL.

The Barnstormers will present The
Miracle Worker this weekend on Feb. 6 & 7
in the Listening-Viewing Room at 8 p.m.
Student tickets are S1.50. General
admission is $2.00. Tickets are available at
the Union Desk.

Don't forget the JHU Gay Caucus Dance
in the Glass Pavilion Fri., Feb. 13 from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m., co-sponsored by the Office
of the Chaplain and the Baltimore Gay
Alliance. Regular weekly meetings continue
on Tuesday nights at 8:30 p.m. in
Conference Room A. Join us in plans to
invite speakers and show films. For further
information, call Terry Vickers, 366-3586,
Susan Gilbert, 235-0873, or Bruce McLay,
467-7983.

Two movies are scheduled to be shown at
this month's meeting of the Outdoors Club
which will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Wed.,
Feb. 11 in the J&H Rooms of Levering.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

academe

A reminder from the Undergraduate
Office that fall. 1975, and Intersession,
1976, incompletes must be made up in time
to permit the instructors to submit grades to
the Registrar by Feb. 19, 1976.

CAMPUS  NOTES

On Feb. 19 at 1 p.m. transportation will
leave the Hopkins campus for Noshua, New
Hampshire to help elect Mo Udall. We will
return Sun., the 22nd. For further
information contact Bob Dilger at 467-5499
or Dibbie McCarty at Box 2217.

Would the person who accidentally
removed my Cell Biology final exam and
quizzes from the box in ftont of
Mergenthaler 205 return them to me
immediately. Scott Gruber, Box 2156, Clark
100.

JHU will nominate one junior this srping
for admission to Columbia University Law
School's A cce lerated Program in
Interdisciplinary Legal Education, a
combined B.A.-J.D. program. If you are a
junior with a 3.5 average interested in
entering law school next September, see Dr.
Dierman for details. Applications will close
Feb. 25.

The American Society of Civil Engineers,
Student Chapter, will have as its guest
speaker on Feb. 10 Dr. Harold Schultz of
the Maryland Science Center, speaking on
"The Choice Between Conventional and
Nuclear Power Plants." This meeting will
take place in Barton 114 at 5:30 p.m. and
all interested are welcome to attend.
Contact Fred De La Pena at 539-1600 ext.
79 for more information.

Any undergraduate interested in
submitting material for publication
consideration in "Letters and Papers on the
Social Sciences" should send the original
and a xerox copy to Box 2044 or contact
Jeff Lawrence at ext. 1540 or Sylvester 206
as soon as possible.

services
Anyone interested in helping with the

blood drive (Wed.,Feb.1 1), in any capacity,
such as signing up donors, posting notices,
leading the equipment, etc.. please call
Cathy Gayle on ext. 1534.

Hopkins lacrosse. Male managers are needed.
Contact Coach Ciccarone at the gym. A
California trip is set for 1978.

Two research assistants (for credit, not
dollars) needed for child development
study. Call ext. 1403 or leave a note in
Ames 258.

Sam's Belly Co—op will have a Rummage
Sale on Sat., Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Bread and Roses Coffee House, 31st
near Greenmount. Any donations such as
books, tools, clothes, and baked goods are
welcome. Items should be clean and in
decent condition.

Approximately thirty-five Hopkins
students are still needed to fill positions in
the tutoring program. Orientation will take
place on Tues.. Feb. 10, this semester's
session starting on Fri., Feb. 13. For
information, call or stop by the Tutoring
Office. upstairs in Levering Hall.

david porter


